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2021 will be the year of transition. The next normal is going to be different. There will be sweeping
change in the industry dynamics, business strategies, business leadership and technology adoption
approach in the coming years. The great acceleration in the use of technology, digitisation, and new
forms of working is going to be sustained.
The COVID-19 crisis has created an imperative for companies to reconfigure their operations—and an
opportunity to transform them. The near-term challenge, then, is to move from reacting to the crisis to
building and institutionalising what has been done well so far, to come through stronger with a more
balanced outlook for the future.
The Manufacturing Business Forum will discuss the big picture in the post-pandemic industrial world &
the big ideas defining the year ahead. Industry leaders & experts will highlight the priorities for industry
professionals & deliberate on the ways to bounce back and manage the growth in the coming years.
Topics of discussion:
• Changing industry dynamics – The big picture
• Preparing for the next new normal – Big ideas defining the year ahead
• The changing role of business leadership
• Approach towards technology adoption
• Digital transformation
• Skilling & reskilling
• Supply chain management
For more details on registration, speaking opportunity & sponsorship, contact:
Ananya Choudhary
ananya.choudhary@publish-industry.net
+91 7410009436
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Celebrating women
in manufacturing!
Welcome to the March edition of EM that features Cover Story on
women in manufacturing industry. As per a recent survey, it has been
estimated that there are only about 11-12% women working in the
manufacturing industry in India. Is it because women are not aware
about the career opportunities in manufacturing sector? Or do they shy
away from the opportunities in this sector as it’s quite a male-dominated
industry? Or there are not enough initiatives and encouragements from
the industry to attract female candidates? On the occasion of Women’s
Day, we interacted with a few women industry professionals to understand
the current picture in this area. According to them, the scenario is
definitely changing, manufacturing organisations are looking at ways
to increase diversity in the talent acquisition pipeline and increase the
women workforce at all the levels including the senior leadership. There
have been positive changes in the industry’s attitude towards recruiting,
retaining, and advancing women over the past few years.
Given that women are underrepresented in manufacturing and
the argument to increase the industry’s fair share of female talent is
persuasive, one thing is certain - manufacturing organisations likely
need a different approach not just for attracting female candidates
but also for unleashing their full potential by creating a culture where
unique strengths thrive. The women industry professionals featured
in this story are the inspiration to the aspiring female candidates for
making a career choice in the manufacturing sector. Check out the
Cover Story to know more.
A gentle reminder to all of you to register and attend the Virtual
Manufacturing Business Forum, scheduled on 19 March, which will
discuss the big picture in the post-pandemic industrial world. Please
do contact us for more information.

“The women industry
professionals featured in
the Cover Story are the
inspiration to the aspiring
female candidates for
making a career choice in
the manufacturing sector”
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EDITORIAL

Dr K Subramanian,
STIMS INSTITUTE,
USA

A The New York Times (NYT) article
dated December 28, 2020, titled ‘Which
developing economies will rise after
the pandemic?’ can be summarised as
follows: There will not be widespread
growth in every nation as expected in
the past. Instead, countries already on
the path for development will grow
depending on their economic reform,
commodity prices and accelerated use of
the digital revolution.
The pandemic is accelerating the
adoption of Digital Technology (DT).
It is reported that worker productivity
has increased as much as 40% in some
cases during the pandemic. That by
itself is unlikely to generate doubledigit growth as long as the DT’s
impact is largely limited to increasing
efficiency of whatever is already done
and produced. The US economy is
suffering one of its worst crises, along
with the long-term economic plight of
millions of people. The production and
consumption of domestic economies,
with an added boost from exports, is
the true measure of economic success.
According to the NYT article, ‘many
countries have a chance to thrive on
the back of economic reform, a possible
revival in commodity prices or the
accelerating digital revolution. These
growth engines won’t bring back the
6
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“COUNTRIES & LEADERS NEED
TO DEVELOP STRATEGIES
THAT BLEND ECONOMIC
POLICIES WITH A PHILOSOPHY
THAT ADDRESSES
SOCIAL HARMONY”
‘rise of the rest’, which lifted virtually
every developing economy in the 2000s.
But they will be enough to power a few
growth stars in the 2020s.’
But none of them will have a lasting
impact unless there is a change in social
and cultural perspective. Today the
emphasis is only on materialism as a
steppingstone for progress. Liberation
of the mind and the resulting peace and
harmony in the society compatible with the
well-established eastern philosophy and
thought may be very much needed. Lōkāh
samastāh sukhinō bhavantu: May everyone
live well and indeed everything exist with
happiness, peace and harmony! This is not
a purely economic policy. It requires more
holistic thinking and mindset.
Countries and their leaders need to
develop strategies that blend economic
policies with a philosophy that addresses
social harmony. Without such a

strategy, we see countries returning to
‘nationalism’. The global pandemic has
only accelerated ‘growth and safety within
its borders’ mindset. Absent holistic
strategies, ‘Trumpism’ and the unrest
evidenced through economic anxieties,
religious and racial intolerance and
gender inequities will likely rise in every
nation – developing as well as developed.
Companies and organisations could
attempt to develop such strategies on their
own as well. As an example, the higher
wages and job opportunities from MNCs
will always lure away talented workforce.
The economic opportunities abroad will
always be a magnet for highly talented
employees and graduates. No company
can aspire to grow without retaining its top
talent. But any SME or group of companies
could offer good & fair wages (may not be
the highest to compete with the MNCs but
in the top tier) and promote philosophic
thoughts and practices that create a culture
and a way of life. This will be a workplace
that is not only economically attractive but
also comprises a group of people who are
socially & culturally wholesome. Together,
they will tend to stimulate a workplace that
retains talent. Such a company (or group)
can be like a star in the galaxy of high
performing companies across the globe,
yet sustainable within the local economic
conditions and way of life. ☐
EM | Mar 2021
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Bosch India organises ‘Beyond mobility’
Bosch India recently organised its biannual event, ‘Beyond mobility’ which discussed the world of Bosch. At the event, Soumitra Bhattacharya,
MD, Bosch and President, Bosch India Group, gave a glimpse into the business of ‘Beyond mobility’, a very important part of the business in
Bosch India.
"Many see us greatly as a mobility company and that’s true to a great extent because 80% of our total turnover approximately currently is
on mobility. The other 20% is very important to us because it has a few areas which are extremely important and growing very strongly,”
Bhattacharya informed and continued, “We believe that in the mid and long run, this 80% of mobility will turn into 75%, where we will continue
to grow in mobility, but we will grow even faster in the non-mobility areas. In these areas, we have power tools, building technologies, an array
of consumer goods from Bosch Siemens Home appliances, our software company services and Bosch Rexroth that deals in automation,
robotics, drives & hydraulic drives, and is located in Ahmedabad.”
Internet of Things (IoT) and connected hydraulics are gaining prominence in the Indian market. The hydraulics by Bosch Rexroth are
ready for horizontal & vertical integration and fulfil all requirements for use in Industry 4.0 concepts. B V Ramesh, MD, Bosch Rexroth India,
stated, “As digital technologies continue to evolve, automated technology is starting to play an increasingly important role in factories. At
Bosch Rexroth India, we embrace the Factory of the Future and augment it with robotics & automation solutions that are fast, reliable, safe
and productive.”
Karsten Mueller, Senior VP – Manufacturing and Quality, Bosch India, went on to mention that manufacturing follows takt, flow and
rhythm. He asserted, “By takt, I mean the shortest cycle times, highest OEE and low cycle time variations. Flow for me is shortest lead times
with low inventory and rhythm comes from levelled, cyclical material flow & standardised work. All these, coupled with the power of I4.0, lay
the foundation for smart factories. The future is lean, automated and connected.”
Talking about the spike & demand for dishwashers, Neeraj Bahl, MD & CEO, BSH Household Appliances, said that the dishwasher
product is what put them back in business after zero turnovers in April. “We enjoy more than 55-60% market share in this segment, and this is
a very small segment in India,” he informed and went on, “So, people were not serious about it, but COVID has given us a new opportunity – to
us as well as competitors. We did very well; the demand was significant, and we grew by more than 60% in 2020.”
Turning to security, Viswanatha Raju, Head - South Asia Region, Bosch Building Technologies, discussed how, as cities in India evolve
and energy demands surge, planners, developers, utilities & governments are looking towards ‘intelligent’ buildings that operate more
efficiently while keeping the inhabitants secure in these spaces. “Bosch’s connected building solutions cover almost every area within a
building, both residential and commercial — from the inhabitant’s safety to security. We will continue to leverage our deep domain knowledge
& expertise to continue disrupting the security & building technologies space,” he asserted.
Likewise, talking about providing technologically advanced products, Nishant Sinha, Regional Business Director – India and SAARC
regions, Bosch Power Tools, cited that over the past 26 years, with its range of power tools, Bosch has helped its users in building up India.
“We will continue to provide technologically advanced, innovative products and digital offerings, thereby fascinating our users with affordable
solutions for a better life,” he averred and added, “As a manufacturing pioneer with more than two decades worth of experience, we will foster
a collaborative work culture with high-performance standards to provide superior value to our customers & stakeholders.”
Coming to software, Dattatri Salagame, President & MD, Robert Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions, stated, “Software is the new
core of products & services and a key differentiator as well. We are globally pursuing the vision of creating smart products & ecosystems
leveraging the interplay of sensors, data and AI. Coupled with this is the transforming landscape of how software is built, distributed and
maintained. RBEI, being the largest engineering and innovation hub for Bosch, is playing a key role in product engineering in multiple domains
as diverse as automotive & healthcare. RBEI recognises the need for local adaptions and is working in close collaboration with business
enterprises in this regard.”
The event summarised that ‘Beyond mobility’ for Bosch in India is a very important portfolio and they are not just selling products but giving solutions.
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HAL signs contract for supply of forgings with GE Aviation
Hindustan Aeronautical Ltd (HAL) recently signed a contract with GE Aviation to develop & supply ring
forgings for GE Aviation military and commercial engine programme. The first five-year contract, valued over
₹100 crores ($15 M), involves supplying both steel and nickel alloy forgings for shrouds, cases, rings and seals.
Chandrashekhar Yavarna, Senior Director — Global Sourcing Strategy, GE Aviation, handed over the contract
document to M S Venkatesh, Executive Director, Foundry Forge Division. With the contract award, GE Aviation
has initiated the development of a raw material supply chain in India as part of its Make in India and
Aatmanirbhar Bharat strategy. The award of the contract followed HAL’s successful bidding in GE’s Global
Request for Quotes (RFQ). The ring forgings will be manufactured at HAL’s newly established, state-of-the-art
ring rolling facility at the company’s foundry and forge division in Bengaluru. The division after a rigorous audit
process, has obtained GE Aviation approvals for its quality system and special processes.

KBL wins back-to-back honours
Kirloskar Brothers Limited (KBL) recently received back-to-back honours from two associations, Associated
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHAM) and International Research Institute for Manufacturing
(IRIM) for its contribution towards promoting an all-inclusive work-culture and manufacturing excellence,
respectively. KBL’s all-women manufacturing facility located at Kaniyur near Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, was
honoured for being the Best Employer for Women at the 2nd ASSOCHAM ‘Diversity & Inclusion Excellence
Awards 2021'. KBL, which bagged the second runner-up position at the event, was recognised for promoting an
all-inclusive work culture at its all-women manufacturing facility at Kaniyur. Meanwhile, another KBL
manufacturing facility located at Dewas, Madhya Pradesh, was adjudged the silver medal winner at the 7th edition
of the National Awards for Manufacturing Competitiveness (NAMC) 2019-20. Speaking on the achievement,
Rama Kirloskar, Director, KBL, acknowledged, “We have been setting benchmarks of engineering excellence and
this recognition stands as testimony to our commitment.”

Godrej Appliances comes up with ultra-low temperature freezers
Godrej Appliances recently organised a press conference announcing the latest developments from Godrej & Boyce to
support the COVID vaccination drive in India and beyond. Godrej & Boyce, through its business unit Godrej Appliances, has
been partnering the ongoing COVID vaccination drive in India through its advanced, made in India, medical refrigeration
solutions, that safeguard the sensitive vaccines at just the right temperature. It has also added state-of-the-art ultra-low
temperature freezers to its portfolio, strengthening the vaccine cold chain further. These advanced medical freezers can
preserve life-saving medical supplies, including critical vaccines below -80°C and aim to boost both Indian and global
medical cold chain.
Commenting on the recent developments, Jamshyd Godrej, Chairman & MD, Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing Company,
said, “Depth of coverage and sustenance of the COVID-19 vaccination drive will be key to ward off further spread of the
pandemic. Today, nations across the globe are facing challenges in running effective COVID-19 vaccination programmes. With
Godrej’s decades of expertise in refrigeration technology, the brand offers a range of advanced cold storage solutions for
vaccines and life-saving supplies that can help governments across the world in their fight against COVID-19. Our latest
offering of ultra-low temperature freezers will help make India more ready for vaccines of the future as well.”
Commenting on these developments, Kamal Nandi, Business Head and Executive VP, Godrej Appliances, averred, “We
are glad that we have been able to apply our refrigeration expertise in developing a strong vaccine cold chain in India at a
critical time. Our medical refrigerators & freezers deliver the precise cooling temperature of 2°–8°C and -20°C, respectively
needed for the vaccines being administered by India currently. Now, with our newly launched range of advanced ultra-low
temperature freezers, which can provide a temperature below -80°C, India will also have the storage solutions readily available
for other COVID-19 vaccines being deployed across the world.”
Briefly giving the product presentation, Jaishankar Natarajan, Associate VP & New Business Development Head, Godrej
Appliances, cited, “Ultra-low temperature freezers have several applications, from storage of biological samples to vaccines.
Godrej brings capacities of ultra-low freezers, ranging from 100 litres to 400 litres. One of the key features include that it’s a
two-stage cascade refrigeration system and also has an inner door to prevent heat loss while opening the door.”
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“Innovate anticipating
what the demands of
the future could be”
…mentions Sumeet Doshi, Country Manager – India,
Ultimate Kronos Group (UKG) — a global leader of workforce
management solutions – in his conversation with Anvita Pillai.
He details on employee safety post-pandemic, changing work
scenarios, innovation during the pandemic and more. Excerpts…
Employee safety has become ever-so
crucial in recent times owing to the
pandemic. How is Ultimate Kronos
Group helping improve employee
safety within organisations?

As workplaces open, employee health and safety has become more critical than ever. At UKG,
we are helping organisations track the complete experience, right from when the employee
leaves his home, through his time at work, till he reaches back home, as these are critical
elements of the employee journey. We offer a seamless experience through our scheduling
solutions combined with AI and analytics.

Shop floors are still working on social
distancing and minimum employees
present there. How is your company
working on easing work on the shop
floor abiding by this regulation?

People-based planning is key to ensure that social distancing is in place. Our solutions ensure
that wherever there are resource gaps or need for the right level of visibility on the shop floor,
our complex AI-based algorithms identify replacements, ensure the shop floor is correctly
staffed and offer real-time visibility to the workforce.

How did your company adapt
to & overcome the pandemic’s
challenges while ensuring
innovation continues to happen
in the solutions you deliver?

We realised that we needed to help firms keep their employees safe. In the initial pandemic
days, we looked at how our analytics could add value in this space and introduced an
automated reporting capability for employee contact tracing, which would trace and
communicate to employees who may have contacted a co-worker who presumed positive for
COVID-19. Besides, we enhanced our contactless attendance by introducing facial recognition.
We also integrated with solutions partners to enhance our overall solutions footprint.

Can you elaborate on the trends in
the focus areas of manufacturing
organisations dealing with human
resource planning through policy
interventions post-pandemic?

Due to COVID-19, firms have accelerated flexible work & employee health policy inclusions to
attract & retain talent. Compared to 46% of services organisations that have separate policies
for their remote workers, only 28% of manufacturing has distinct remote working policies, which
shows that the manufacturing needs to use this as an opportunity to enhance the digitisation of its
workforce. The study also showed how employee metrics, such as productivity and absenteeism
for remote and mission-critical staff, are undergoing a change in the ‘new normal,’ with 33% of
manufacturing organisations confirming a decline in productivity for the workplace staff.

What are the future plans for UKG,
the long- and short-term both?

The pandemic emphasised how critical digitalisation of the workforce is, and hence, in the
short-term, we have been working with our prospects & customers to ensure that some of these
requirements are addressed to get their employees back to work safely. In the long-term, we
continue to evolve our solutions and innovate anticipating what the demands of the future could
be. Offering more industry-focused solutions by investing in best-in-class technology around AI
and analytics to improve user experience will all be a part of that journey.
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‘Jugaad’ no more,

increasing R&D

OPINION

I m ag e s c o u rte s y : shutterstock

W O R L D A N A LY S I S

spend for innovation

Anvita Pillai, Sub-Editor & Correspondent
China, in its 14th Five-Year Plan, is targeting an annual
increase of more than 7% in R&D spending for each of
the next five years. This spending would be to push ‘major
breakthroughs’ in technology. China’s spending on R&D has
so far surged to 10.3% to 2.44 trillion Chinese Yuan ($378
billion) and accounted for 2.4% of the GDP in 2020, as per
official statistics. Now, the central government expenditure
on basic research will increase to 10.6%, according to Li
Keqiang, Premier of the State Council, People’s Republic
of China. Besides, they would also be improving the tax
incentives for manufacturers to invest in.
India, a country in a head first race with China, does not
even come in the top 10 when investing in R&D. Yes, invest
and not spend. Because, an increase in the R&D spend will
ultimately positively affect the country’s technology prowess
in the medium- and long-term. In the race of investing in
innovation, India falls significantly behind with an investment
of only 0.65% of the GDP despite the Centre’s higher
contribution to Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D (GERD).
According to a World Bank report, countries like the US spent
2.83% of their GDP in 2018, and Europe spent 2.18% of its
GDP in 2018. We are strong contenders when it comes to
innovation. In a time where India has a 60% young workforce,
brains for innovation is not the problem. The problem could
be associated with the ‘jugaad mentality’ that the country runs
on. But with the expanding global investment in technology,
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the country cannot make-do anymore with the mindset.
India needs to shift from being 48th among 131
innovating countries (according to Global Innovation Index
2020). We need to change the way we look at innovation
and significantly ramp up the expenditure on R&D to live
up to the status of the fifth-largest economy. Our GERD
investments need to increase at least 68%, like the top
10 economies, from 37% at present. Likewise, business
sectors need to contribute close to 58% and 53%
respectively to R&D personnel & researchers, elevating
from the current 30% and 34%, respectively. According
to the World Economic Forum 2019-20 report, India
has filed only 45,000 reports compared to China’s 1.33
million patents, the US’s 0.6 million patents and Japan’s
0.32 million patents filed. Coming up with innovation is not
just enough, having ownership of it prior to the competitors
is essential, too. India needs to start filing at least 35%
more patents in addition to the current 36% to ensure it
can meet the eye of its global competitors.
While we know that China has lost its status as ‘global
exporters’, it hasn’t deterred them from innovating and
pushing forward in the race, which is admirable and learnable
from them. We, too, must mimic them on this motivation and
rely on our potentials. Jugaad could only take us this far or
maybe a little more, but having an innovation system in place
will help us underpin our strategic & technological abilities.
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WOMEN IN MANUFACTURING

Invigorating manufacturing
with diversity & inclusion

The manufacturing sector was rather shy when it came to including women onto the shop
floor. However, today, the situation is changing. Companies are coming up with various
policies to ensure a gender-balanced work environment. On the occasion of Women’s Day,
EM magazine reached out to women in the manufacturing industry to get their perspective,
on the key components of maintaining the gender balance, the challenges they faced and
their motivation to get into the manufacturing industry, the myths prevalent & initiatives
that need to be taken to encourage women to be a part of the industry, and more.

Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
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“ It’s time we begin making
our mark in this sector”
“ For women to come into the manufacturing
industry, we just have to give them opportunities”
Sulajja Firodia Motwani,
Founder & CEO,
Kinetic Green Energy and Power Solutions

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
For me, there was a legacy that I was very proud to inherit. Since
my childhood, I was interested in business; my grandfather &
father used to talk about business & economies over dinner,
and I would sit and listen to them. So, it was more about my
interest in business and creating something in the enterprise
that prompted me to join the business. Moreover, I always
associated with the Kinetic brand and was proud of the legacy
that my family has created.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
For a gender-balanced manufacturing organisation, it has
to begin with the policy of the organisation and having a
gender-neutral approach to sourcing talent. Companies must
ensure, wherever possible, they get the best talent, whether
male or female. One of the things that have kept women away
from manufacturing is that, historically, manufacturing has
been seen as a male-dominated industry because it has been
more physical, labour-based shop floor management. But
manufacturing, now, has become more automated where
physical labour is not required as before.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many special
initiatives/encouragement to attract female candidates.
Do you think the situation is changing now? Do you think
an effective industry-institution collaboration will help
encourage women into the field?
The situation is changing very gradually, and it needs to take
place at a faster pace. Women can be a greatly productive part
of a manufacturing organisation. An industry-institution
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collaboration will definitely help because it starts at the skill level,
so we have more skilled women for the job.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing that
you would like to bust here? How can the industry work on
creating a more women-friendly environment to encourage
the upcoming workforce?
One big myth is that women are not suitable for the manufacturing
industry and are suited for the service industry. For women to
come into the manufacturing industry, we just have to give them
opportunities. Once women come in, other factors come into the
picture, like maternity leave, etc, where the employee needs to be
supported, turning her into a long-term resource. In fact, women
are a part of the workforce in the rural industry. But if we look at
the core manufacturing industry in urban areas, it will take some
time because such a social change takes time.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing
being a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you
think these challenges can be overcome?
Honestly, I really have never faced any gender-related
difficulties in the industry, and that’s because I have never
let my gender be an issue. I am confident about myself as a
professional, and therefore, I’ve never allowed it to hinder me
or affect my thinking in any way.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
As long as one is speaking sense and doing her job properly, I
find being a woman in a male-dominated sector is advantageous
because she is easily heard & remembered. Also, women should
actively consider manufacturing as a career – it’s time we begin
making our mark in this sector. But of course, one has to choose
the sector correctly to have a greater chance of success. ☐
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“ Present opportunities for women to raise
their skills and excel in their domain”
“Hiring more women in the leadership role would
encourage younger women to pursue the field”
Smita Pandit Chakraborty,
Managing Director,
Phoenix Conveyor Belt India Conveying Solutions,
Business Area - ContiTech

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
The industry chose me. The manufacturing industry has always
inspired me. The opportunity to challenge myself every day
and learn something new is what attracted me to the industry.
Even as an HR, I have had various challenges and learning
experiences. For instance, the implementation of change
management initiatives for a PSU turned multinational was not
an easy journey. Aligning employees to a common goal through
performance-based culture, shop floor training and passion
towards excellence has been a sustainable growth story.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
A gender-balanced manufacturing organisation offers growth
opportunities to both men & women – irrespective of gender.
Sensitisation sessions to remove unconscious biases on workshops
to encourage women to take up more roles & skill development
programs to fill the gap would be critical to creating such a work
environment. Moreover, hiring more women in a leadership
role would also encourage younger women to pursue the field.
Concerning challenges, certain stereotypes and unconscious
biases are associated with women in the manufacturing industry
that make them hesitant to join the industry. Plus, societal
pressure to choose a ‘women-friendly’ profession also adds a
barrier. Thankfully, these are slowly fading away.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace or
defence or automotive, we don't see many special initiatives/
encouragement to attract female candidates. Do you think the
situation is changing now? Do you think an effective industryinstitution collaboration will help encourage women into the field?
As per a recent LinkedIn report, there is a 37% increase in female
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representation in the workforce during the pandemic. The
representation by females grew by 4% in manufacturing industries.
We are moving in the right direction; there have been several
initiatives by companies to encourage women to enter manufacturing
& aimed at upskilling & retaining of the current talent.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
There are plenty of myths associated with the manufacturing
industry. For instance, it requires physical strength to handle
all roles on the shop floor, women don’t have analytical skills
to handle engineering functions, etc. Today’s shop floors
are equipped with Industry 4.0 practices like cobots, AGVs,
robotic hands, etc, that take care of the dangerous & repetitive
tasks, allowing both men & women to handle more strategic
roles. It is important to present opportunities for women to
raise their skills and excel in their domain.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing being
a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you think
these challenges can be overcome?
I have been very fortunate in this scenario. During my journey, be
it in the HR domain or business, neither did I nor my colleagues
or my customers ever make me feel conscious as a woman.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
Being a woman in manufacturing presents one with a set of
challenges, but it also gives her a great sense of accomplishment.
My message to all is that when they are at the workplace, they
should be ruled only by the demands of the job they need to fulfil,
irrespective of their gender, and the rest will take care of itself. ☐
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“There is a positive change in the industry”
“A key component is to give complete
authorisation power to the woman to make
decisions by having faith in them”
Sonia Khattar,
CEO,
Hongyi Jig Rapid Technologies

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
My professional journey with the company started almost 21
years back. I had completed my graduation in science and postmarriage, I joined the family business as a fresher. My biggest
reason to join this workplace was primarily that my husband
encouraged me to step out and take charge of development
& research in this field. The respect and welcome I received
from my peers and clients during work meets and interactions
encouraged me to take this up further.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
A key component is to give complete authorisation power to
the woman to make decisions by having faith in them. I have
never faced any challenges in my professional experience due
to my gender.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many special
initiatives/encouragement to attract female candidates.
Do you think the situation is changing now? Do you think
an effective industry-institution collaboration will help
encourage women into the field?
Most female workers have proved to be more efficient and
sincere in many male-dominated industries. Currently, we have
a 30:70 (male to female) ratio in our company, and we employ
around 80% of women in different verticals of our businesses.
We are one of the top recruiters from the Delhi Institute of Tool
Engineering and we especially ask them for women candidates
from engineering or science backgrounds to join our workforce.
I think there is a lot of positive change in the industry, and
women are equally interested in working in such advanced
fields where they can show their talent.
Also, during campus placements, if a company prefers
female candidates, then it will definitely encourage institutions
to have more seats for women.
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What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
The biggest myth around the manufacturing industry is that it
has something to do with heavy machines and manual labour,
which is not really the case in our company because we deal with
product designs, research and management of manufactured
goods. With the help of the right equipment and technology,
we have made tasks more interesting and user-friendly. With
flexibility in work and favourable work timings, women are
happy to work with us. Our youngest female employee is 22
years old and the oldest is around 40; so we offer work for all
age groups of women and encourage them to participate in all
stages of production.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing being
a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you think
these challenges can be overcome?
It has been a smooth journey for me, and I was happy to learn
that many of our overseas clients prefer to interact with women
leaders. In many technologically advanced countries like China,
Japan and Taiwan, women are predominating in industrial
sectors & that culture inspires us. We feel that by encouraging
more women & creating awareness around these sectors, we can
get more female participation in the coming years.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
The best part of being a woman in the manufacturing
and technology industry is that one gets a lot of respect &
encouragement. If one has a supportive family and good
knowledge of the profession, the sky is the limit for achieving
success. Women who want to join this industry should make sure
that they get the complete practical and theoretical knowledge
of the science behind these products. They should be prepared
to work hard, travel worldwide and upgrade themselves with the
latest technological advancements. ☐
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“ There are more women
entering manufacturing”
“We actively promote women to opt for manufacturing
roles and take up more responsibilities, be it at
management positions or shop floor roles”
Sirisha A,
Head – Industrial Engineering
& New Product Launch, Bangalore Plant,
Continental Automotive India

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
I started my career in hardware digital design & validation
and transitioned to manufacturing a couple of years back. In
my current role, I am responsible for developing concepts for
manufacturing & product launches, capacity planning and
defining the technology roadmap for the plant. Compared
to R&D, manufacturing is slightly different from a daily
operations perspective. These are very interesting areas,
defining the plant's future path, where I feel like I am making a
difference & contributing to the growth. The journey so far has
been exciting, handling dynamic, changing situations every
day. When I moved to the industry, the number of women
in manufacturing was comparatively less than other segments.
This drew me even closer to manufacturing.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
Gender biases, in any industry, can be managed by providing
a supportive & safer work environment and building a path
for women’s growth in the leadership role. At Continental, we
actively promote women to opt for manufacturing roles and
take up more responsibilities, be it at management positions
or shop floor roles. We are continuously working towards our
target to increase the women workforce in the company at the
managerial level worldwide to 25% by 2025.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many special
initiatives/encouragement to attract female candidates.
Do you think the situation is changing now? Do you think
an effective industry-institution collaboration will help
encourage women into the field?
At Continental, we have a clear focus and target for creating
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a women-inclusive manufacturing ecosystem. Across all our
plants, we have women handling different roles at different
levels of leadership.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
There is a misconception that women are not inclined towards
engineering and technology. However, the situation has been
changing for the past few years with a change in support from
family and the amenities at the workplace, policies, etc. Today,
more women are entering manufacturing and allied fields
supported by strong women-friendly policies at these companies.
Initiatives like workshops & sessions to remove unconscious
biases, upskilling & training programs for women can help.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing being
a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you think
these challenges can be overcome?
The manufacturing sector brings challenges, like fixed timing,
shift-specific timing at the shop floor, etc, which need some
adaptation in personal life. I think that continuous learning and
staying relevant to new technologies is the key to success.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
One strong skill which I gained working in manufacturing
is adaptability – the ability to handle fast-changing business
needs, which is a prime requirement in the present VUCA
world. The best advice that I received from my mentor and
I would like to quote the same – ‘Be yourself.’ I realised that
this is the core of diversity that can catalyse great contribution
to an organisation. I would like to give this same advice to all
women who aspire to join this industry. ☐
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“ Women are the largest pools of
untapped talent for manufacturers”
“ Woman can stand out very quickly if she is
knowledgeable, competent and confident”
Kopal Sarin Raj,
Vice President – IT & India CIO,
Wabtec Corporation, India

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry given that it's quite male-dominated?
It was not by design, but I have worked in different IT industry
segments, enabling manufacturing organisations via digitisation.
I enjoy the manufacturing enterprise space the most because I
can see the value addition right in front of my eyes, and it is more
tangible than services. The adrenalin rush at a plant/machinery
launch and its impact on people’s lives is huge and direct.
Do you think there is a male-female divide in manufacturing?
What are the key components of a gender-balanced
manufacturing organisation?
Women are the largest pools of untapped talent for
manufacturers, and closing this gender gap is key to a business’s
ability to evolve and expand. The stereotype of labour-intensive
environments keep women away; as automation improves,
more roles for women will evolve. Another hindrance is the
inaccessibility to remote manufacturing locations. Setting up
integrated townships with infrastructure for the family will help
attract diverse talent. Also, placing women in senior positions
at factories can help create role models for other women.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many initiatives/
encouragement to attract female students. Do you think the
situation is changing now? What initiatives can education
institutions take to encourage women into the field?
The situation is changing as organisations have clearly understood
the need for improved diversity as a business enabler. They are
looking at ways to increase diversity in the talent acquisition
pipeline. Organisations need to go to educational institutes and
talk about the variety of available roles in manufacturing.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
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encourage the coming workforce?
Some of the myths that need to be broken are –
1. Manufacturing is a dirty job, and there is no place for women
– Today, the embedded cultures of lean & 5S ensure that shop
floor and workspaces are tidy and well-organised.
2. Manufacturing does not pay well – We have skills in high
demand, and hence, the pay is at par with the demand.
3. Manufacturing is for people who are not academically
oriented – We need to erode the inequality which exists
between education and vocational training, particularly as
manufacturing requires both and offers well-paid, rewarding,
upwardly mobile careers in return.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing
being a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you
think these challenges can be overcome?
I have faced challenges of not being able to move my family
to the project site, working weekdays at manufacturing sites
and returning home only on Sunday, having single women’s
washroom in the entire factory area, no separate rest area
for women, etc. A bit more empathetic policies considering
women’s needs would help.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
The advantage of being a woman is one can stand out very
quickly. There is a higher probability of getting noticed if one is
knowledgeable, competent and confident. The manufacturing
industry is in a state of reinvention with projects around
Industry 4.0, Smart Factories, IoT, etc; this is an exciting
time to be at the cusp of these changes, implement them
and drive business benefits. Smarter devices require smarter
manufacturing and services. Managing the entire customer
value chain needs innovation and creativity like never before.
Take the plunge and enjoy a stable yet innovative career. ☐
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“ Enter the industry as an
employee and not a woman”
“The leadership has to make a very informed
decision that it wants women”
Aditi Sharma,
HSE, Manufacturing and Quality Leader,
Cummins India

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
As a young girl, there was a garage near my house where I could
see vehicles getting dismantled, which excited me. But more
importantly, when I decided to become an engineer, I was told
that women do not opt for that field. So, just breaking that status
quo excited me and I went into mechanical.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
To have a gender-balanced manufacturing organisation,
companies need to accommodate women who encounter
certain challenges, for example, maternity leave, coming with
their child, etc. So, we have to look at how we accommodate
all these things by providing day-care, roles during maternity
that are less laborious and also ensuring they can have parttime or work-from-home for the period needed. If we see,
then all the managements across manufacturing consists of
men. The leadership has to make a very informed decision
that it wants women; the policies should be such that it’s a
gender-neutral workspace.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace or
defence or automotive, we don't see many special initiatives/
encouragement to attract female candidates. Do you think the
situation is changing now? Do you think an effective industryinstitution collaboration will help encourage women into the field?
Ever since the government has made it a mandate that women
should be on board, it came as a realisation that there are not
enough capable women available. This gap will take a systematic
approach from the industry to look at women with potential and
not just experience. Coming to an effective industry-institution
collaboration, I can quote the example of Cummins. In 2012,
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we decided that 70% of the women we hired from colleges will
be women. And, we did not just look at mechanical engineering
but engineering as a whole.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
Often, leaders feel that once the woman has a child, she will
move out of the industry, which is a myth. Another myth is
that women cannot work in heavy-duty environments; they
don’t have to lift the engine, they just have to be present there.
One of the important factors to encourage women to join the
manufacturing industry is the parity of compensation for men
& women in the sector – somewhere we need to start looking
at compensating better, which will help women decide to
move into manufacturing.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing
being a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you
think these challenges can be overcome?
In the early stages, I did have some challenges, such as there
were inhibitions and the roles assigned to me were seen as
‘something women should be doing’. So, I stood up, asked for
equal opportunity and worked on that opportunity. I never
played a woman card.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
The best part is that the manufacturing industry requires
discipline, repeatability & processes – these are all in-built in
women. My advice to women would be to enter the industry
with no inhibitions and enter for lots of thrill & learning. Most
importantly, enter the industry as an employee & not a woman. ☐
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“Women are naturally more meticulous”
“ Women bring a fresh perspective to the table,
which in turn helps create better products”
Gunjan Malhotra,
Director,
Komaki Electric Vehicle Division

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
I have always been passionate about environmental conservation,
and the fact that fossil fuel-based automobiles have been
contributing majorly to air pollution was the pain point that
motivated me to venture into the e-vehicle business. People are
beginning to realise the importance of sustainable development,
and it’s a great time to launch eco-friendly businesses. While it
is true that most of the industry is male dominated, it doesn’t
mean that women can’t or shouldn’t enter it, especially if they’re
passionate about it. I thoroughly enjoy working closely with the
different teams and keeping myself involved throughout the
manufacturing process to keep a close eye on things to deliver the
best quality products to our customers.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
The manufacturing sector, especially the auto sector, is indeed
male dominated. But there definitely is a place for women,
too. Women are naturally more meticulous and bring a fresh
perspective to the table, which in turn helps create better products.
Resourcefulness, time management skills and intuitiveness are
the key traits that leaders in the manufacturing industry need to
have, and I feel that women innately have these qualities. There
certainly are some challenges that one has to overcome, but
nothing is impossible once one has set their mind to a task.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many special
initiatives/encouragement to attract female candidates.
Do you think the situation is changing now? Do you think
an effective industry-institution collaboration will help
encourage women into the field?
The most important thing that we need to do at this juncture is
to do away with the mindset that women are not meant to do
certain things and should only be doing certain other things.
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Things aren’t as bleak as they often seem, and I believe that the
change is certainly happening.
As for industry-institution collaborations, it would definitely
help as women will be exposed to the industry sooner in their
lives and have a better grasp of what lies ahead.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing that
you would like to bust here? How can the industry work on
creating a more women-friendly environment to encourage
the upcoming workforce?
The first myth is that women do not have the skills to manage
production. With the right training and hard work, they can
often manage it better. We can create a more women-friendly
environment by providing safe transport services for everyday
commute along with personal restrooms. That would certainly
encourage women to join the sector.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing being
a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you think
these challenges can be overcome?
When working in such a dynamic industry, every day is a
challenge. However, with teamwork, dedication and success as
a common goal, they can be overcome.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
I feel that having a woman’s perspective is, in itself, the biggest
strength. Creating a product with a woman’s perspective can help
create a product that satisfies all of the consumers’ expectations.
For example, in electric vehicles, the repair switch that can fix
the scooter on its own for any electric failures has been designed
considering women’s safety. However, upon implementation,
it has improved safety for all riders and has made riding more
convenient. Comfortable seating and park assist are some more
examples of that. We should inspire more women to enter
the manufacturing sector to create products that are suitable,
dependable and practical for all consumers. ☐
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“ The industry must showcase women
leaders to attract more women”
“The way to achieve a meaningful gender
diversity is to ensure equal opportunity”

Hardevi Vazirani,
Head of Corporate Development & Strategy –
Asia Pacific,
Schaeffler Group

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry given that it's quite male-dominated?
At the start of my career, I was not aware of this so-called glass
ceiling concept. My decision to join manufacturing was inspired
by the societal perception of it being a prestigious career
choice. In my 25-year career, I have rarely experienced gender
inequality. Of course, women are judged more than they are in
other sectors and societal bias fuels those judgements adversely.
Do you think there is a male-female divide in
manufacturing? What are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation?
The need for this article says it all, and hence, a big yes. The
ratio may vary between developed and developing countries
and different levels in an organisation, but women are
underrepresented. The key elements of a gender-balanced
manufacturing organisation entail three aspects - to set a tone
from the top that fosters gender diversity and a belief that a
gender-balanced organisation contributes to enterprise value
positively, to reset norms of recruitment & retention framework
and to partner with technical institutes and universities to
minimise the gender bias and eliminate taboo that manufacturing
only means oil and grease, assembly lines & monotonous work.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don’t see many initiatives/
encouragement to attract female students. Do you think the
situation is changing now? What initiatives can education
institutions take to encourage women into the field?
The situation is changing but at a snail’s pace. COVID-19 has
pushed gender equality and diversity efforts back by at least
half a decade. Educational institutions can institute a lot of
change. They can create awareness that working conditions
are much different now with technological advancements and
automation, that there are safety measures and women-friendly
policies, like POSH. Institutes can be change ambassadors by
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partnering with manufacturing companies.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing,
that you would like to burst here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
We have to get rid of the implicit bias. When we draw a picture
of an engineer, it would often be a man. In the 21st century, we
still live with several misconceptions, such as manufacturing
jobs demanding physical activity and women not being able to
handle them, the manufacturing sector does not prefer women
and there is a remuneration difference. Today, the shop floors
are clean, safety protocols are followed, there are robotics &
digitalised operations and much more. Wage policies are as
per level & not gender. The industry must showcase women
leaders to attract more women.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing
being a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you
think these challenges can be overcome?
I would say that there are intentional and unintentional biases.
We should not attempt to eliminate those. The way to achieve
a meaningful gender diversity is to ensure equal opportunity.
From small step of a gender-neutral recruitment form to
assigning complex projects based on knowledge and merit, we
can apply a range of meaningful changes.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
The best part is the quick recognition since there is only a handful
of us. Women can prove their presence in manufacturing
organisations faster than in the service sector. Being a knowledgeintensive industry, as one builds up her knowledge and expertise,
people listen and respect one’s views. Additionally, I also think
that women in the industry should help other women. ☐
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“ It is necessary to create an ecosystem
that treats women equal to men”
“ Education institutes should connect more with
the industry fraternity”
Mohini Kelkar,
Director – Sales & Marketing,
Grind Master Machines

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry given that it's quite male-dominated?
We are designing and manufacturing machines which are
import substitutes and sometimes even made for the first time
in the world. It gives me immense pleasure to create something
like this. My company’s focus has been to innovate the products
& design and make them to global standards. It has always been
a challenging task and also very satisfying.
Do you think there is a male-female divide in manufacturing?
What are the key components of a gender-balanced
manufacturing organisation?
Most manufacturing industries prefer a male workforce; however,
some groups and companies have realised that a balanced
approach is necessary and have taken positive steps in hiring
female employees. Clear cut guidelines from top management
and monitoring the execution of such policies are essential.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many initiatives/
encouragement to attract female students. Do you think the
situation is changing now? What initiatives can education
institutions take to encourage women into the field?
When I graduated from VJTI, I was the only girl in the whole
Production Engineering Department. Back then, manufacturing
and engineering industries used to refuse even an interview.
However, the situation has changed. Many female students
in mechanical & production engineering are graduating with
good marks. However, getting a job of their choice is still a
challenge. Education institutes should connect more with the
industry fraternity. It could be in the form of CEO connect or
HR of the industry connecting with female students specifically,
to apprise them of opportunities in the industry and also what
the industry expects from them. The manufacturing industry
is undergoing a big change and is facing difficulties in getting
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rightly skilled manpower; the women engineers can fill up this
gap by acquiring the skills required by the industry.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
Typically, in an industry, women are not given decisionmaking powers because they are considered to lack the skill or
confidence. I think this is a myth. Several women at the top
position in automotive, pharma and banking have shown this
capability. I think they should be given this chance, and it is
also necessary to create an ecosystem that treats them equal to
men. This will require constant and conscious efforts by the top
management of the companies & society at large.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing being
a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you think
these challenges can be overcome?
I feel that there are challenges for both men & women in
running a business profitably year after year. Multiple aspects
of a business, like being cost-competitive, to survive in the
VUCA world that we are in, constant innovations are a much
bigger challenge for both. So, I think, focusing on the work and
finding solutions to all the problems and challenges is the only
way forward.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
COVID-19 has brought about global changes and also created
big opportunities for India. Several Government initiatives,
like Aatmanirbhar, Make in India and Digital India, are
contributing to the creation of opportunities. And so, it is like
‘now or never’. I would say, just plunge in and do your best. ☐
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“Start from the top by creating women leaders”
“It is critical to create an environment where the
unique strengths of a woman are nurtured”
Sandhya Pande,
Vice President – Engineering & Development,
Premium Transmission

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
Since my childhood, I wanted to be a mechanical engineer
– especially an automotive engineer – as I grew up looking
at vehicles being repaired in the garage near my home. That
translated into my passion for manufacturing. Fortunately, I
have got the opportunities to work in various organisations
that have given me an exposure to the functions of a
manufacturing organisation.
What, according to you, are the key components of a
gender-balanced manufacturing organisation? Do you
think any obstacles make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
To create a gender-balanced organisation, it is critical to
create an environment where the unique strengths of a woman
are nurtured. According to a Deloitte study, imbalance in
pay/income, lack of growth opportunities, challenges in
establishing healthy working relationships and lack of worklife balance are the key reasons for making manufacturing less
attractive to women.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace or
defence or automotive, we don't see many special initiatives/
encouragements to attract female candidates. Do you think the
situation is changing now? Do you think an effective industryinstitution collaboration will help encourage women into the field?
Yes, the situation has quite improved during the last few years
compared to when I graduated. With the help of sector-specific
associations, organisations are driving the initiative for skilling
and onboarding women. Engaging with girls at a young age,
along with women engineers going to engineering institutes to
talk about their manufacturing work, can be very impactful &
gives a positive message about manufacturing.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
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encourage the upcoming workforce?
There is a misconception that women engineers are not attracted
to the manufacturing sector, especially working on the shop
floor due to heavy workload & work pressure. There are many
examples in India itself, where women are managing complete
product assembly lines on the shop floor for heavy equipment.
The industry should start from the top by creating women leaders
and projecting them as an aspirational brand to attract women
workforce. Women should tackle workplace diversity issues headon & create strong signals of change by driving organisational
accountability and promoting professional development for
aspiring women with mentorship programmes.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing
being a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you
think these challenges can be overcome?
While joining this sector, I had to prove myself with my
knowledge & skill in manufacturing with demonstrations of
actually working on machines or the welding line. To convince
that I am a capable manager, I had to lead from the front
to get the work done. As compared to the time I joined the
manufacturing sector in the 90s, the industry environment
today is more encouraging to women. However, if one has the
required skill, knowledge and confidence to apply to get the
desired results, challenges can be overcome.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
There are intangible benefits of having women in the
manufacturing industry with diverse perspectives in decisionmaking, getting innovative & creative solutions and a balanced
organisational management. Aspiring women who want to
step into the industry should understand that once they’re in
the job, it doesn’t make any difference if they are a man/woman
because performance expectations & results are the same,
irrespective of gender. The best approach is to collaborate and
complement with your colleagues rather than competing. ☐
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“Women should challenge themselves”
“We need to ensure that there is equal accountability
& recognition, irrespective of gender”
Saritha Poovanna,
Vice President – Plant Technical,
Bosch Automotive Electronics India

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry, given that it's quite male-dominated?
When I joined Bosch (then Mico), it was more about the urge
to use my industrial engineering skills. I really liked the sense of
action, the challenges that came with managing so many variables
inside the factory and the sense of accomplishment when we
would solve an issue or meet customer requirements. It was more
the excitement about how great it would be to stand at par with
men and lead manufacturing and prove that I could do it.
What, according to you, are the key components of a genderbalanced manufacturing organisation? Do you think there
are any obstacles that make the manufacturing career less
attractive to women?
One of the main factors in a gender-balanced organisation is
equal opportunity – from a new project to a new role – where
everybody is given an equal shot to be considered for these
and ensuring that people are being selected on merit. After
that, we need to ensure that there is equal accountability &
recognition, irrespective of gender. As for the obstacles, it
has a lot to do with what women themselves perceive; I too
had certain apprehensions, in which case, I reached out to my
support system – my manager, team & family.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many special
initiatives/encouragement to attract female candidates.
Do you think the situation is changing now? Do you think
an effective industry-institution collaboration will help
encourage women into the field?
Things are definitely changing. Multiple initiatives are being
taken to engage women with the industry more. For example,
connect events are conducted to expose both women &
students to the industrial & manufacturing environment.
Additionally, there’s the onboarding of an equal number
of women in fresher programmes to ensure that the
talent pipeline is being filled with women & men equally.
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Interventions at the institute level is also going on.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the upcoming workforce?
There are two main myths; firstly, women cannot manage with
an all-men working environment, and secondly, it’s not a safe
environment, with all the machines around everywhere. One
important element that will make a women-friendly environment
is to have an extremely high level of engagement with women
to keep them motivated. When women move into the phase of
marriage and having children, the organisation needs to show
that they can support in some way and ensure that the women
still have opportunities in this phase.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing
being a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you
think these challenges can be overcome?
In the very beginning, there was apprehension (maybe from
me but definitely from the colleagues around me). But reaching
out to my team for support helped a lot. But other than that,
it’s extremely important for a woman to see how she is coming
across as a woman in manufacturing – does she mean business?
Is she willing to put in as much effort as anybody else? Is she
willing to challenge the status quo? So, it’s very important how
we come across in the environments we are expected to work in.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
It gives me a lot of happiness when people recognise that I’ve
been able to make a change by being a woman in manufacturing
and also by motivating more women to be a part of the industry.
It satisfies me to make that small change about the way women
in manufacturing are perceived. My advice for women is to
challenge themselves and believe in themselves. ☐
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“ The advent of digital transformation
will open many avenues for females”
“Policy on diversity and inclusion should be
practised to bring in women empowerment in
the true sense”
Sonali Mulay,
Vice President,
Sandvik Coromant

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry given that it's quite male-dominated?
I chose to pursue my mechanical engineering career, as there are
great opportunities for females, it’s only that one needs to take the
plunge. By far, the greatest distinguishing factor of manufacturing
is that one's ideas and creativity can be realised in the form of a
real product, which cannot be done in any other industry.
Do you think there is a male-female divide in manufacturing?
What are the key components of a gender-balanced
manufacturing organisation?
Yes, a male-female divide exits in manufacturing. There are several
key components of a gender-balanced organisation. Firstly, the
organisation should have a clear, top-driven policy and vision
towards equality in terms of growth opportunities regarding
roles, responsibilities and authorities. Career progressions
should be in line with the compensation and benefits that the
industry offers. Secondly, there should be a constant calibration
and correction methodology towards narrowing the divide and
creating a work culture free from the traditional gender bias. It is
essential to recognise talent irrespective of gender.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many initiatives/
encouragement to attract female students. Do you think the
situation is changing now? What initiatives can education
institutions take to encourage women into the field?
The scenario is transforming immensely; there is no sector
where a woman cannot be at par with her male counterparts.
In automotive industries, cars are now being assembled by
teams comprising only women. A greater industry engagement
with educational institutes for industry exposure inbuilt into
the curriculum, such as internship or sandwich programs,
will help speed up the process of change. The advent of digital
transformation will open up many avenues for women, and the
divide will further narrow down.
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What are some myths related to women in manufacturing
that you would like to bust here? How can the industry
work on creating a more women-friendly environment to
encourage the coming workforce?
Common myths associated with the manufacturing sector
are women cannot work in shifts due to safety & security
concerns, and manufacturing jobs are labour intensive & not
financially lucrative. The industry needs to take initiatives in
eradicating these myths. As many industries are now working
towards achieving a gender balance in their workforce, they
need to create a work culture & environment for women
where they feel confident, safe and at ease with career
progression opportunities. Policy on diversity and inclusion
should be practised in letter & spirit, bringing in women's
empowerment in the true sense.
Can you share any challenges you have faced/are facing being
a woman in the manufacturing industry? How do you think
these challenges can be overcome?
My previous job called for a significant amount of travel. Being
a mother with young kids at home, I found it very challenging
& emotionally disturbing. This challenge can be mitigated by
creating a good support system around you, by those who can
support the need of your children and family while you are away.
This support system can be your family members, caretakers or
professional service providers, like day-care.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
The opportunities are ample, and the sky is the limit. There is no
better time for pursuing a career in manufacturing. In this age
of digital transformation and Industry 4.0, more opportunities
are emerging. My advice to all aspiring women who wish to
enter this field is to follow their dreams, be courageous, be ready
to walk that extra mile and with confidence, aspire to excel. ☐
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“ Knowledge is the most important skill”
“Women leaders can be powerful agents of change”
Anjali Byce,
Chief Human Resources Officer,
Sterlite Technologies Ltd (STL)

What prompted you or attracted you the most to get into the
manufacturing industry given that it's quite male-dominated?
Frankly, it never crossed my mind that manufacturing (or
any other industry) is male-centric. I have had the fortune of
working with many accomplished & capable women across
specialisations - operations, engineering, commercial, B2B sales
and many more. At the start of my career, I was working with a
prominent global automotive major. The ‘geeky’ thrill of seeing
engineering designs being transformed into products was a
motivation to be a part of the industry.
Do you think there is a male-female divide in manufacturing?
What are the key components of a gender-balanced
manufacturing organisation?
According to industry data, the gender gap in the Indian formal
sector is prevalent. However, in the last few years, manufacturing
underwent an extreme makeover with an increasing demand for
a diverse level of skills. While gender disparity continues to be
present globally, we are all gradually working towards bridging
the gap. Today, women comprise an encouraging 30% of the
workforce. Organisations, especially manufacturing, need to
understand the need for gender sensitisation and how gender
discrimination negatively impacts productivity.
When it comes to manufacturing industries, like aerospace
or defence or automotive, we don't see many initiatives/
encouragement to attract female students. Do you think the
situation is changing now? What initiatives can education
institutions take to encourage women into the field?
Modern manufacturing has undergone a fundamental
transformation following Industry 4.0. More women are joining
the field out of passion and on merit.
Women have overcome several barriers to build a successful
career in STEM, but more initiatives are needed, like schools and
universities need to break the gendered notions of intelligence.
It is essential to encourage girls to take science at secondary &
higher secondary level and later pursue career options in STEM.
Secondly, women leaders can also be powerful agents of change
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& lastly, organisations should understand women’s real potential.
What are some myths related to women in manufacturing that
you would like to bust here? How can the industry work on
creating a more women-friendly environment to encourage
the upcoming workforce?
The manufacturing industry is of dirty and low-paying labour.
Women are stereotyped for lacking confidence and being too
emotional. But these presumptions fall apart once we change
our perspective. Women in leadership roles are no longer about
meeting the equilibrium, it’s also a core business need and an
economic calling. Women have an excellent eye for quality and
detail orientation, along with the skillsets for manufacturing,
and are keen to work on the shop floor.
STL’s new feat is that now its colouring department, with 103
women, is a 100% all-women team. This is a progressive change
in the world of Indian manufacturing. To reduce gender disparity,
an organisation must provide equal opportunity, have a genderequitable recruitment system and consider women equally
deserving when it comes to remuneration and compensation.
What do you think is the best part of being a woman in the
manufacturing industry? What would your advice be for
women aspiring to enter this field?
Women are increasingly outdoing men in gaining advanced skills,
yet they’re underrepresented. Based on the industry study and the
Manufacturing Institute study, the perception of a male-favoured
culture is a critical driver of women’s underrepresentation. Reasons
for which the manufacturing industry can benefit from women:
• Organisations can be more competitive
• The working environment can be more flexible
• More diversity means a lower intent to leave
• Manufacturers can pave the way for the younger generation
My advice is that knowledge is the most important skill. It’s
important to know the job well, and once one has proved herself
as a sound technical mind along with leadership skills, the sky’s
the limit. There are already a few women who are making their
mark as leaders. ☐
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A charged future for smart automobiles
Electric is the ultimate future of vehicles in India and elsewhere in the world. While
COVID-19 might have been a deterrent for the automotive sector, it has not discouraged
the industry from continuing its research and development to ensure brazen, electric,
smart automotive vehicle systems for consumers. The article explains
the technology & future of smart, electric vehicles, the technologies
that will play a key role in making it happen and how countries are
Tanaz Buhariwalla,
India Director,
IDA Ireland
working towards enabling the autonomous driving future.
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the auto sector,
leading to a shutdown of auto plants for several months, causing
losses of billions of dollars in the first quarter itself. While few
industry insiders anticipated that the carmakers would cut back
on research development and innovation budgets, interestingly,
many companies shifted their focus towards autonomous electric
delivery vehicles. Many global auto firms, including a few Indian
companies, have deployed autonomous delivery pods in hospitals,
warehouses and care-centres as they assist in maintaining
hygiene, travel in a limited area and/or on fixed courses, making
their development easier. For many, this is a proof-of-concept
before they head to complex autonomous passenger vehicles.
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The global prediction
The global auto industry is transforming towards being
connected, electrified and autonomous, and the future is
headed towards safe, non-polluting, efficient, self-driven
comfortable vehicles. Several automotive brands completely
switched their models from the conventional Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) to electric drive systems. There are
Swedish autonomous electric trucks that reduce CO2 emissions
by 90%, lower operating costs by 60% and radically improve
road safety. There are plans to launch an EV hatchback that can
go 275 miles on a single charge and is controlled by Google’s
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Novel tech platforms for car infotainment
are being built, with mobile technologies
including Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G and the latest 5G
for building interactive solutions

Android software. Brands, like Mercedes Benz, Enride,
Polestar, are setting the new way forward in mobility and
changing the very experience of driving.
There are project partnerships to develop autonomous
electric vehicles and get self-driving cars, pickups and SUVs
to market. These developments are clear indications that we
are entering a new phase in the capital-intensive global
automotive sector. Therefore, it becomes necessary for global
automakers to take a digital leap as the industry transforms to
produce connected vehicles with autonomous functionality.
Experts predict that the value of the car in future will be
looked at from the perspective of the software and other IoT
solutions it offers, maximising value from the connected
devices. With brand, style and mileage taking a backseat to
technology, the mobility revolution will witness traditional
global automakers, like Toyota, Volkswagen, Ford Motors,
Honda, BMW, etc, partnering with technology companies,
like Alphabet, Apple, Aptiv, Aurora, Baidu, Magna and
Microsoft, amongst others.

Technology for autonomy
Mobility as a Service (MaaS), autonomous driving
systems and IoT-powered connected capabilities will be the
future differentiators on which automakers will forge ahead.
Deep tech companies, including those building a real-time
three dimensional (3D) artificial vision system for an
autonomous vehicle based on these emerging technologies
will become the new tier 1 supplier for automakers. Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and
blockchain technologies with crypto-protection and
immutability features will bring in a double-layered shield
against cyberattacks to provide robust security features to
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software-controlled cars. At present, blockchain technologies
are being leveraged in urban transport for ride-sharing
applications and traffic decongestion in town planning for
secure management besides other such usages.
Novel tech platforms for car infotainment are being built,
with mobile technologies including Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G and the
latest 5G for building interactive solutions. This is helping
carmakers to take car entertainment to the next level,
building creative tools, like talking cartoons, Virtual Reality
experiences (like swimming with whales) to keep the
passengers of future autonomous vehicles entertained thus,
making the customer experience the bigger differentiator.
Automakers have already launched various AI-based systems
that include a human-machine interface through speech,
gesture recognition or eye-tracking and Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) features, including camerabased machine vision systems, radar-based detection units,
driver condition evaluation and Engine Control Units
(ECUs), etc. These technologies will continue to evolve as the
industry marches towards higher levels of autonomy.

Pipelined global developments
Countries in the EU remain not just the first adopters of
the future car but also the producers of parts that make the
future car. Ireland, amongst these countries, stands out,
given the innovative research and products emerging from it.
Many international & domestic companies in Ireland have
developed proprietary globally scalable products through
innovative research around AI/ML, blockchain and IoT.
Notable amongst these is work done by some companies, like
Valeo around vision system, Taoglas around advanced
antennas and Cubic Telecom around next-generation IoT
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It becomes necessary for global
automakers to take a digital leap as the
industry transforms to produce connected
vehicles with autonomous functionality

connectivity solutions. With dedicated auto-clusters, test
tracks and experienced engineering talent, multiple
international automakers and component suppliers are
taking advantage of the infrastructure in Ireland to accelerate
product development.
Also, the Irish Cabinet has approved legislation to test
autonomous vehicles on public roads as the first step to
testing self-driving cars. Further, the typical Irish wet
weather and terrain provide the perfect ecosystem preferred
by the automakers over the years for testing new sensor
technology performance in a rough season. With the welldefined guidelines in the new legislation, Ireland joins
Germany, the UK, the US & some other EU countries having
legislations for helping the auto sector to fast-track
development of L4-L5 autonomous vehicles.

Future markets & current regulations
While governments are putting stringent regulations
regarding future autonomous electrified vehicles, automakers
are focusing on passenger safety features, providing the
passengers with an engaging environment, giving them
control to interact with the surrounding through integrated
infotainment system. Companies are working on nextgeneration sweight carbon fibre, alloys, polymer and surface
technologies to deliver ultra-high-strength yet lightweight
components. Outside of the traditional automotive
manufacturing hubs, like the USA, Japan, Germany, India,
South Korea and Spain, Irish companies have developed
expertise in designing lightweight critical auto parts for tier 1
and tier 2 suppliers of the global OEMs.
Moreover, recently, under a United Nations regulation,
an agreement was adopted by 53 countries that oblige
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respective national authorities responsible for approving car
models, to ensure that vehicles are built with cybersecurity
protections before they go on sale. Hence, manufacturers will
need to guarantee that their suppliers also implement
cybersecurity measures and will be required to have forensic
technology in place to analyse attempted cyberattacks.
Ireland is ranked alongside cyber strongholds, such as Israel,
Canada, Australia and India, and is the sixth-best country in
the world for cybersecurity (according to a survey conducted
by British firm, Comparitech).

Indian markets & offerings for retainment
Talking about India, which is a cost-sensitive and
regulated market along with some other Asian countries, it is
not easy to pass increased costs to buyers. So, on one side,
while automakers will offer mass standardised connected
technology for customer satisfaction and loyalty, they will
also have a selective option of premium features on the
subscription or pay-per-use model. Indian OEMs and their
supply chain partners, who want to move up the value chain
by building future products, need to develop cost-effective
software solutions and countries, like Ireland, can provide
them with the right ecosystem to develop and commercialise
connected automotive technologies for the western market.
Generally, while the availability of cheap labour and
unemployment in the developing world may delay the
adoption of fully autonomous cars, India saw a surprisingly
high demand for Morris Garages (MG) Motor India’s Hector,
touted as India’s first internet car with 50+ connected features.
Also, many OEMs in India have started offering features,
such as 5G internet connectivity on its cars and over-the-air
software updates to attract and retain customers. ☐
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Simplifying the set-up & improving quality
WET Design’s installations go beyond fountains, with manufacturing diverse parts, from valves
to electronic controls. When WET was looking for a software that would be best able to support
its programming needs, it turned to ESPRIT. The case study discusses how ESPRIT helps WET
save their set-up time, simplify the set-up and how ESPRIT has been extremely reliable.
Founded in 1983 by former Disney Imagineers, Southern
California’s WET Design creates water features that are quite
a few cuts above the fountains one might see at their local
mall or city park. Their expansive portfolio is an impressive
showcase of what’s possible when water, light, music and
human ingenuity come together.
If one has ever scrambled for a prime spot to watch the
Fountains of Bellagio in Las Vegas, booked a once-in-alifetime experience at The Dubai Fountain at Dubai’s Burj
Khalifa skyscraper or stopped to rest at the fountains at Salt
Lake City’s City Creek Center, he/she has enjoyed WET’s
work. WET installations can be found in three continents
and have even made an appearance in the opening & closing
ceremonies of the 2002 & 2014 Winter Olympics.
The design, engineering and manufacturing teams at WET
Design require a varied array of machines to keep their work on
the cutting-edge and to maintain their leadership in the industry.
On their shop floor, one will find a Nakamura NTRX300 millturn, ten Haas lathes, ten Haas mills, two Haas horizontal mills,
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two Mori Seiki NL-2500s, a Makino wire EDM and a Makino
high-speed tooling mill, among others. The variety doesn’t stop
at their machine tools either. In order to bring their creations to
life, they need to manufacture an incredible diversity of parts,
including valves, robotic nozzles, electronic controls, underwater
lights, moulds and tooling, primarily from stainless steel. Each
WET installation is far more than fountains — it includes a vast
underground network of complex parts.

The best support for WET’s programming needs
“For the past 12 years, the company has relied on ESPRIT
to help them work their magic. “When we first got our millturn machines in 2008, we researched the software that would
be best able to support our programming needs. ESPRIT was
the answer,” said Oscar Ramirez, a top CNC programmer at
WET and continued, “We really needed to program our millturn parts to get the most from our machines.”
Ramirez went on to mention that they program their parts
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WET part programmed in ESPRIT

with ESPRIT, and they can make them with no editing. “Before
ESPRIT, we had to do a lot of editing and manual programming
to get the machine to make the parts that we needed,” he
explained and went on, “ESPRIT was the solution because I
wanted our focus to be on the machining aspect and plan our
schedule in advance more effectively rather than spending a
lot of time trying to get a project to come out right.”

Staying agile
WET keeps its processes in-house, which has a number of
advantages — and challenges. “In-house engineering means
we’re always simplifying our designs to reduce manufacturing
costs. But sometimes we just can’t simplify, so we have to
make some parts on 4- or 5-axis machines,” cited Ramirez and
added, “Our project priorities can turn on a dime. For example,
we make parts for our service department, and those take
priority. We have to be very agile. We use the machine swap
feature to change the set-up in multiple machines, even
moving set-ups from one machine to another.”
Machine swap is an important component of WET’s
success on the shop floor. “Machine swap is powerful and
keeps us very agile,” averred Ramirez and continued, “One
example is a part we call a spider. It was initially programmed
and scheduled to run on our Nakamura machine. The
assembly rate went up when the assembly shop added a
second shift, so we had to add a second machine to make
more spiders.” Machine swap made adding spider assembly
to their Haas Trunnion a quick & seamless process that
enabled Ramirez’s team to keep up with the demand.

Help keep up with the ever-changing needs
Ramirez further asserted another part when it comes to
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saving time. “We used to use two machines to make a part
called a skillet,” he said and continued, “That required two
long set-ups. With ESPRIT, we moved that part to the
Nakamura machine to make it in one go. That saves us about
three hours in set-up time, and we need one less machine &
one less operator, too.”
Ramirez and his team have been consistently impressed
with ESPRIT’s capabilities, especially when it comes to
keeping up with their ever-changing needs. “ESPRIT helped
us simplify set-ups and improve quality by combining several
operations into one. So, we get done-in-one set-ups and
cycles on one multi-axis mill-turn machine. In comparison
to making parts one operation at a time on simpler machines,
we’re more efficient than ever,” he revealed.

Being highly reliable
If Ramirez’s team ever encounters an obstacle, he knows he
can count on ESPRIT’s renowned customer service. He
divulged, “I don’t hesitate to go to the ESPRIT portal to ask for
help. Whether I need help creating a toolpath or need to
change a post on our Haas Trunnion, I like the fact that I get a
reply the same day and that I know someone is working on it.”
He further mentioned that they’re a project-based
company, and sometimes the timeline to develop, produce
& deliver is very short. “While we always have a couple of
very big projects on the horizon, we expect to get many
smaller projects as well. As a result of the short turnaround
time, we have to constantly keep improving our methods &
techniques so we can accommodate these projects, support
our existing projects and keep growing. ESPRIT plays a
vital role because we get great toolpaths and the code is
correct,” he signed off. ☐
Courtesy: ESPRIT
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Speeding the adoption of industrial additive
Additive Manufacturing empowers new modernisations in
product design, but these applications necessitate new
knowledge & skills from a company’s design & manufacturing
workforce. Emerging tools & technologies have come to the fore
that are getting adopters closer to the goal of industrialising
additive. This article explores the AM market’s current
landscape, including the challenges of adopting this technology
and what companies are doing to speed the shift to additive.
There are incredible, untapped opportunities within
Additive Manufacturing (AM) or 3D Printing. AM enables
innovations in product design, while its flexible manufacturing
capabilities support a distributed manufacturing model
helping unlock new business potentials. However, when
companies begin to consider all that is needed to make additive
a reality — such as generative design, part consolidation &
topology optimisation — it becomes clear that the traditional
ways of designing and manufacturing parts are falling away.
However, the adoption of new manufacturing technologies
always faces challenges. Fortunately, great strides have been
made in bringing AM into the mainstream. Emerging tools,
processes and technologies have come to the fore that are
moving adopters closer to an industrialised additive, most
notably in the form of simulation.
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A brave new world of materials
Material choice is the first decision and one of the most
important for AM applications. The selection is based on
design requirements, including weight, strength, thermal
performance & cost targets. For example, a designer might
choose titanium to meet specific strength parameters, whereas
choosing aluminium meets cost constraints. Both materials
are printable using AM techniques, but the choice of materials
depends on the design & business needs.
Presently, the story of materials for AM is one of growing
potential — both for metals and polymers. The list of usable
materials does not compare with those available for traditional
manufacturing methods but it is growing. In the past five
years, certified AM materials have expanded from several
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hundred to over 3000, with new ones being continuously
certified. We expect to see the market for printable materials
continue to grow, and we are excited by the new design
possibilities that the expansion will enable.
Advanced simulation and CAD capabilities will be essential
in fully understanding these new material properties during
the design and validation of an AM part. Simulation using the
conventional, standard FEA techniques cannot simulate these
materials without extensive up-front calibration. Recently,
new multiscale FEA analysis capabilities have emerged that
help predict a 3D printed part’s durability by combining a
local scale model of the microstructure with a global scale
model of the part being analysed. These two analyses are
performed simultaneously, and the results from one model
affect the behaviour of the other. This method of solving each
domain individually and then linking the results is shown to
be more accurate than the standard FEA technique, with 1000x
the efficiency. The result is the ability to simulate the complete
performance of materials in printed parts.

Innovative geometries
AM objects can be nearly any shape or geometry as
defined by the 3D model. It is a geometry agnostic technology,
allowing companies to manufacture & produce intricate
geometries previously impossible with traditional injection
moulding or subtractive manufacturing methods. The nearlimitless geometries also enable part consolidation. Instead
of breaking a system into multiple components for
manufacturability with CNC or casting methods, AM can
reduce even the most complex geometries into a few or even
one part. The savvier engineer may even integrate functional
capabilities to the system, like springs or mechanical
switches, to further reduce part counts.
These complex geometries can be a double-edged sword, as
they are not easily defined in traditional CAD techniques. Tools
supporting multi-disciplinary generative engineering with
powerful simulation capabilities are required. Design space
exploration capabilities can automate the process of finding
optimal designs that meet a multiplicity of performance
requirements, iterating on hundreds of possible designs in a
matter of minutes. And it helps users visualise design performance
trade-offs between competing objectives & constraints.
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Simulation is the friend of every designer working with
AM technologies. When designing a part for AM, it is
imperative to verify and simulate the print before committing
to manufacturing. The medical industry is very familiar with
this, being an early adopter of 3D Printing to create custom
implants, such as replacement joints. As part of this process,
designers rely on specialised tools for simulating the metal
printing process. Printing a hip joint in titanium can take up
to 32 hours; a problem occurring mid-way through a print
could cost up to $50K in wasted time & materials. Therefore,
simulation before physically printing can save time & money.

Scaling for industrial manufacturing
Another hurdle for AM is scaling it to mainstream
production, producing thousands of parts quickly with high
quality. While progress has been made towards this goal, there
are still unknowns & challenges for each processing method.
Whether it is thermoplastics, composites or metal, there are
many material interactions still not fully understood. This is a
problem for part repeatability & process accuracy, creating a
need for new design methods & technologies.
AM involves heating materials to extreme temperatures
and then cooling the material into the desired shape. Printed
parts cool in relative free-space. Consequently, the parts do
not cool homogeneously, which can lead to unexpected
distortions. As a result, numerous iterations are often required
to attain acceptable thermal loading & cooling cycles, leading
to significant scraps and often defeating the purpose of
utilising AM’s rapid production capabilities.
Fortunately, robust simulation based on Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques can predict thermomechanical distortions and then propose possible
alterations to the CAD geometry to rectify those distortions.
In addition, advanced AM built preparation & simulation
software are available to predict and correct mesoscale
defects from overheating as the extruder or laser moves
along its 3D Printing path. It is also possible to predict
where and why the part might fail, helping designers to
optimise 3D printed parts down to the microstructural
level. As these solutions for driving sophisticated 3D
printing machinery, achieving a repeatable, quality,
industrial AM process will become commonplace.
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Vision Measuring
Systems

Even in this brief discussion, it is evident that tackling AM
challenges requires adopting a new mindset for design and a
new approach to manufacturing. For most early adopters, this
is a gradual process as opposed to an all-or-nothing approach.
Often, this process starts at a minimal level. In Germany,
automotive companies experimenting with a combination
approach are using AM and design software to create
structurally sound pieces of a car frame. They may not be
printing an entire car, but they are taking extruded hollow
beams, like those used in traditional automobile
manufacturing, and printing nodes to connect those beams
together. These nodes include a printed lattice structure on
the interior to generate the required structural rigidity with a
minimal weight penalty. By starting small and focusing on an
achievable goal, they are printing durable, efficient parts that
could eventually change future automobile manufacturing.
Meanwhile, in the aerospace industry, quality production is
being augmented by sophisticated simulation. Simulationdriven design techniques are now utilised to minimise part
weight and material usage while maintaining necessary structural
characteristics. Then, during manufacturing, simulation is used
again to ensure quality output from the build set-up and print
process. In examples like these, we see technology augmenting
production across industries and across the world. This is the
type of innovation & evolution of AM that will be required to
bring the technology to industrial production levels.

Adopting a new approach
AM may be relatively innovative, but it is rapidly growing
as new materials are certified, generative engineering is
embraced, topology optimisation becomes the norm and
manufacturing software is introduced & adopted. Traditional
manufacturing methods have had centuries to become
established – casting has been around since the bronze age
and forging since the iron age. We are only beginning to
learn how the AM technology can change design and
manufacturing. During this exciting time of discovery &
maturation, a design ethos focused on AM’s abilities &
challenges and a new approach to manufacturing is moving
AM closer to sparking the next industrial revolution. ☐
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Optimised output with Force
The Ultra Machining Company (UMC), an aerospace and medical job shop in
Monticello, Minnesota, has been using Vericut’s OptiPath for the longest time. The
case study analyses how, for this Minnesota job shop, CGTech’s Force optimisation
software reduced the cycle time on every job it touched.
When we last heard from Ultra Machining Company
(UMC), an aerospace and medical job shop in Monticello,
Minnesota, programmers Don Lahr and Mike Triplett talked
about their use of VERICUT’s OptiPath knowledge-based
machining module. The two had recently installed a software
update, that included customisation they’d asked the VERICUT
developer, CGTech, to make on their behalf. The enhancement
request — VERICUT SCR #16986 – added the ability to output
optimised feed rates with multiplier variable-made feed rate
changes easier through operator-accessible macro variables.
This modification serves to streamline set-ups and eliminate
the need for the programming office’s involvement in what
could now be done with a simple variable adjustment.
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Force adoption
That was three years ago. Lahr and Triplett are still there,
as is Cory Mahn, a twelve-year employee who joined the
programming department shortly after the OptiPath story
interview. At that time, there’d been some discussion of
CGTech’s newly released Force module, a physics-based
toolpath optimisation tool said to reduce cycle times by 25%
or more, but for UMC at least, its implementation was still in
the distant future.
Not anymore. In February 2020, UMC undertook its first
Force test run on what Lahr described as a fairly long-running
job. The results were impressive enough that the upper
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Force and OptiPath are different products that
use different approaches to optimisation, but
each one complements the other

management agreed to invest in the software. “We cut around
10% off the cycle time on that one-part number, which ended
up saving the company almost $13,000,” he said and added,
“It’s not as large a savings as those that we’ve since achieved
with Force, but it definitely opened some eyes to the value in
moving forward.”
The workpiece in question was a medical component made
out of 304L stainless steel and measured approximately
2”×3”×1/2” thick. The largest tool used is a 3/4” 4-flute carbide
end mill, the smallest just 1/32”, taking axial depths of cut ‘only
thou’ or two’ per pass. Lahr noted that Force provided the most
benefit during roughing and semi-finishing operations, but he
added that even with very small tools, such as those described
here, it helped optimise tool paths to the point that cutter
breakage fell to zero while the cycle time often improved.
“There’s definitely a benefit for tool life as well,” he added.

Monticello mods
Force use isn’t the only thing that’s changed at UMC over
the past three years. The company is still on its second
generation of family ownership, but its number of employees
has doubled to nearly 200 people. The number of CNC
machine tools has also increased. There’s now a handful of
Okuma M460V-5AX five-axis vertical machining centres, a
pair of Okuma four-axis MB-46VAE verticals and three MX520 five-axis Matsuuras, two with four-station pallet pools.
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There’ve been other changes, like despite the higher
headcount, the shop floor automation is on the rise. “It’s hard
to find skilled workers, so we’ve been adding robots to some of
our lathes and mills,” said Mahn. “This provides an opportunity
to run lightly attended or even unattended in some cases, even
though our lot sizes are fairly small. We’ve also upgraded our
work holding on some of the machines and are doing offline
tool pre-setting,” he added.
The facility is expanding as well. In August 2019, the
Minneapolis Star Tribune newspaper reported, “UMC hopes
to build a 40,000 sq ft addition in Monticello, Minnesota, and
add 60 new machinists next year.” Thanks to the coronavirus,
that expansion was slightly delayed. Still, Lahr offered good
news: The company’s existing 75,000 sq ft facility will expand
later this year as they break ground on the 40,000 sq ft
addition. “The details are still under review, but the plans are
to make that area highly-automated, with robotic machine
tending and probably additional palletisation,” he said. “So
even though the expansion will bring in quite a few additional
employees, the goal is to avoid having people standing in
front of every machine or walking material from place to
place,” he continued.

And the winner is…
Expansion or not, UMC’s programming team will
continue to use Force. As of this writing, 20 different parts’
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Force has decreased cycle time an
average of 5-6% on jobs that were
previously run through OptiPath

numbers have been optimised. Thus far, the cycle time
improvements range from 28% down to just over 3%, although
Lahr is quick to point out that his company will recoup its
investment three or four times over within the first year.
Those familiar with tool path optimisation might be
wondering – if UMC was already using OptiPath, why would
they invest in Force? After all, both the products promise
shorter cycle times and improved tool life. Both solve problems
with cutter deflection, chatter in corners and similarly
undesirable machining events. Does this mean the company’s
investment in OptiPath was a waste of money? Not at all,
explained Gene Granata, Product Manager for VERICUT at
CGTech. “Force and OptiPath are different products that use
different approaches to optimisation, but each one
complements the other,” he stated. “OptiPath, for example,
doesn’t do any measurement of cutting forces. It instead uses
either a volumetric method of optimisation or the one that
measures chip thickness. Force also measures the chip
thickness but has additional checks and balances, including
monitoring cutting forces or spindle power and predicting
tool deflection. In either case, material removal is kept constant
by adjusting the feed rate and subdividing toolpath motions as
needed to maintain consistent near-ideal machining
conditions for each tool,” he continued explaining.

Learning curves
Does that mean a company should use both? The answer,
as one might expect, is ‘it depends.’ Granata suggested that
Force excels in hard, difficult-to-machine materials, where
slight, instantaneous spikes in tool loads can spell big
problems with cutters and machine spindles. OptiPath, on the
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other hand, is more effective on soft metals, like aluminium,
mild steel and grey cast iron, where the primary goal is to
clear material as fast as possible (rather than keep a constant
chip load), or the tool’s cutting conditions never approach
unsafe cutting force or spindle power levels.
According to Granata, the approach many OptiPath
customers use is to continue using their ‘tried and true’
OptiPath strategies while they begin using Force optimisation,
especially in harder or difficult-to-machine materials and for
certain cutting tools where this optimisation method works
best. That said, there is no one size fits all approach to
programming, as any CNC machinist knows. “It depends on
the strategies they prefer using,” he said and included, “ If one
is an OptiPath power user, he/she would probably be more
apt to add Force optimisation to their OptiPath license and
invoke both. One is then able to choose, on a tool-by-tool
basis, which to use. Programmers can even change strategies
during a toolpath to achieve the most effective optimisation.
So again, the two are complementary toward offering the
most possible optimisation strategies.”
The experiences of UMC’s programming team appear to
support this theory. Mahn noted that Force has further
decreased cycle time an average of 5-6% on jobs that were
previously run through OptiPath. And as a side benefit, the
two have also found that Force reduces their overall
programming time. “With Force, we don’t need to be quite as
exact with toolpath creation in our CAM software,” stated
Lahr. “Perhaps the biggest adjustment for me has been to let
Force do its thing. It will often suggest a feed rate that is at
least double what I would have used, but if one just lets it go,
Force does it right,” He laughed and signed off. ☐
Courtesy: CGTech
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Cognitive insights to boost fleet availability
The airline industry was witnessing steady growth until COVID-19 put a pause to it.
While restarting, it is important to overcome roadblocks effectively. The white paper
investigates the beneficial impact of data analytics used to correct and optimise
maintenance quality, safety and performance challenges.
Over the past ten years, there was some good news for the
airline industry: Until 2019, airlines have grown steadily while
becoming consistently profitable, significantly safer and more
efficient in managing capacity & fuel consumption. The
airlines made money every year with operating margins above
5%, thanks to these key KPIs:
• Passenger traffic expanded by almost 80%, growing from
2.5 billion passengers in 2009 to 4.4 billion in 2018, because
of air travel becoming more affordable and accessible
• Passenger load factors rose by 5.8%, from 76.1% to 81.9%,
with airlines becoming better at managing capacity to
meet demand growth
• Flights increased by 47%, but average fuel consumption
per available seat kilometre dropped by 20.9% thanks to
fuel efficiency programmes and more fuel-efficient, newgeneration aircraft
Nevertheless, substantial operational challenges remain.
Airlines’ cost approximately $75 billion per annum, or
roughly 1.5 times the industry operation profit of 2018. These
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challenges are holding back airlines from achieving higher
profits, safer and more punctual operations and pose a major
threat in the event of a future economic downturn. These
operational challenges influenced a full spectrum of airline
operations in the past years, from quality challenges causing
unplanned maintenance to millions of hours mechanics waste
on unproductive tasks, high costs due to safety incidents as
well as fleet availability and on-time performance a little
above 80%. These inefficiencies will only intensify due to the
current COVID-19 pandemic and its aftermath when the
industry will grow again.

Information roadblocks to effective
quality management
Information silos
Quality-related data lives in many diverse systems. Of
course, it can be found in dedicated quality and compliance
systems (which often track-only limited, easily quantifiable
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View and anticipate maintenance

costs, like scrap, rework and warranty claims). But important
quality information can also be found in broader design,
engineering and manufacturing systems, such as design files,
production databases, field engineer notebooks and supplier
spreadsheets. It can also be found in machine log data,
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) databases, social
media posts & commentary and many other sources.
Given this diversity, knowing where pertinent quality data
lives and achieving a unified view of it across systems are
formidable challenges. Currently, most quality control
strategies rely on a single quality database or data aggregated
from only a few select sources. This leaves important quality
data isolated within discrete organisational units and
information systems. And the situation is even worse for
analytics. Quality-related analytics run on inherited data by
teams with different responsibilities working in different
locations around the globe.
Consequently, the analytics (if they exist at all) can only
deliver partial, often outdated, even misleading insights. And
even when analytics are performed on consolidated data, the
analysis is often bespeaking in nature and too rarely
industrialised (or productised) for enterprise-wide integration
and reuse. (For example, it is rather common for data
scientists to spend most of their time working on ad hoc
exploratory projects for internal customers).
Weak-signal intelligence:
Hidden meanings & relationships in data
In addition to the challenges of silos, some of the information
captured – like a comment in a field notebook, a question in an
email message or a temperature reading in a sensor log –
provides only weak-signal intelligence about quality issues. The
signal is ‘weak’ because its meaning can only be understood
once connected with other data and a pattern revealed. For
example, how could a supervisor know that a single defect – a
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specific circuit that overheats – is behind multiple, scattered
reports of ‘bridges’ or ‘capacitors’ or ‘switches’ ‘overheating’ or
‘smoking’ or ‘burning’ or ‘sparking’?
The supervisor could not know unless some semantic
classifications were applied to the textual data & the notes
cross-referenced with other data, like location, customer,
product or part ID numbers. Sometimes, however, signals are
buried in data sets so large that the conventional tools normally
used to detect such connections or patterns simply cannot be
used. This is a challenge that must be overcome in order to
detect and address issues as early as possible, ideally, through
design changes, preventive maintenance or revised usage
guidelines, rather than through warranty claims, recalls and
lawsuits. Fortunately, it is now easier to access & use dedicated
tools designed for large, heterogeneous data environments to
perform advanced analytics (possibly using Machine Learning
(ML), so that silos of information can be bridged and weaksignal data transformed into clear and timely intelligence.

Cognitive insight engines
In this context, analytics systems known as ‘insight
engines’ use big data processing tools, search engine indexing
and advanced analytics to enable users to collect, organise,
enhance, explore and analyse quality-related data across large
and diverse data collections. Such insight engines are designed
to augment the cognitive processes that human beings follow
when exploring or analysing information. Some insight
engines have functions specifically tailored for issue or event
detection and investigation, while others are more geared to
semantic search and discovery. What they have in common,
though, is that all of them can provide unified access to
diverse internal and external data collections, with those that
can aggregate unstructured content (like customer complaints
in online forums) and structured or semi-structured data
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Refine searches to identify and resolve issues

(like database records or sensor log files) of greatest value to
quality and reliability analytics.
To better understand how insight engines work and what
kinds of analytic processes can be used to address quality
issues, let’s look at the EXALEAD insight engine and its use of
advanced analytics to deliver quality and reliability intelligence.

360 operations excellence –
EXALEAD asset quality intelligence solution
Adapted specifically for the needs of the aerospace &
defence industry, 360 operations excellence includes the
EXALEAD Asset Quality Intelligence (AQI) solution designed
to help companies achieve four primary objectives:
1. More rapid and accurate detection and understanding of
current or potential quality issues.
2. Aid supporting engineers to correct existing problems.
3. Helping quality managers and engineers develop &
deploy preventive maintenance measures to avoid
potential problems.
4. Minimising future quality issues by providing design,
engineering and manufacturing teams (including project
and program managers) with lessons-learned intelligence.
To fulfil these objectives, AQI consolidates data from all
identified sources of quality-related information. It uses ML
to mine this important information and reveal potential
similarities in quality issues. Menus and graphs help users
refine search and analytics options in order to investigate
issues and causes. Once issues are analysed and the right
action is determined, the solution enables these actions to be
integrated into a task management framework for rapid
resolution and full traceability.
Step one: Collect data
As an insight engine, AQI uses advanced search engine
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technology to collect and index a wide variety of internal
sources, like databases & data lakes and external sources, like
websites and open data repositories. This includes data from
the virtual world of digital design and simulation and realworld data from manufacturing, usage and maintenance
activities. The data can be free-form, unstructured content,
like service notes, consumer forum comments, company
emails, 2D & 3D drawings, call centre recordings and CRM
notes. Or it can be semi-structured data, like IoT sensor log
files, warranty claims databases, or highly structured data, like
that managed in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
databases, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing
Execution Systems (MES) and more.
Step two: Pre-process data
In order to facilitate data retrieval and analysis, AQI uses
ML algorithms to pre-process the data. During this phase,
raw data is converted into clean data suitable for analysis.
The tasks executed include data cleansing (e.g., checking
data validity and converting formats), possibly replacing
missing values with estimates and providing baseline
normalisation (e.g., regularising text cases, measurement
units and ranges, etc). Algorithms are also used to identify
and remove irrelevant or redundant attributes from data that
could impact the accuracy of the analyses.
Step three: Investigate issues
After initial processing, ML techniques are used to mine
the data for hidden relationships, patterns, trends & anomalies
and to reveal these insights through automatically generated
graphs & charts.
These dynamic visualisations can be used to zoom in on the
relationships between objects, events, people, places and
documents – greatly facilitating an investigator’s ability to detect
and understand significant issues. Investigators can also refine
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Enhanced brand reputation
Greater customer satisfaction

Improved Compliance
& Quality

Improved customer loyalty
Lower insurance premiums
More predictable regulatory demands
Higher operational margins

Operational Excellence

Continuous product/process/quality improvement
Increased product/asset time in service and utilization rate
Faster response time and informed answers
Accelerated issues resolution

Reduced Service Cost

Reduced waste (e.g., fewer parts changed – only faulty ones;
unnecessary labor eliminated)
Fewer warranty claims

Benefits for manufacturers

Better planning and optimization of warranty funds

the options and parameters used by the AQI algorithms to create
personalised views of the information. This facilitates individual
understanding while still enabling collaborative teams to access
and work from a shared result set (a ‘single version of the truth’).
Going a step further, users also have the option to execute
custom or off-the-shelf algorithms. This is enabled via the AQI
solution’s built-in ML studio, which provides an interface for
developing or importing custom algorithms to complement the
platform’s native algorithms and search-based techniques for
rendering, contextualising and exploring data.
No advanced data science skills are required, however, to
use the AQI solution. It makes the work of data scientists
easier and more effective but is designed to enhance any
user’s ability to automatically:
• Detect links or similarities between incidents (clustering)
• Identify trends
• Reveal abnormal (anomalous) behaviour
• Contextualise discrete pieces of information
• Analyse incident causes
• Make predictions about future product behaviour
• Recommend corrective or preventive actions
• Measure the real or anticipated impact of issues
In addition, the workflows developed for the action items
above can be shared and reused, boosting collaboration and
enabling continuous improvement in analytic techniques and
data processing workflows.
Step four: Ensure digital continuity
This continuous improvement in workflows, collaboration
and data models is key to enabling continuous improvement
in product quality and asset performance, outcomes of the
Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform.
Thanks to its integration into the platform, the EXALEAD
AQI solution enables users to access essential governance and
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project management tools from ENOVIA seamlessly, thus
better supporting the execution and monitoring of their
analytics workflows. The solution also enriches the digital
replica – the 3DEXPERIENCE twin – with real-world
information from each physical product in operation, providing
a ‘single source of truth’ referential maintained throughout the
respective product’s overall lifecycle. As a complementary tool
for understanding and improving quality, AQI is of essential
value in this virtual environment and an important enabler of
full digital continuity for products and assets.

The high rewards of continuous
quality improvement
Quality issues cost manufacturers enormous sums of
money every year. Sometimes, they even cost them their
business. But there is hope for more effective management of
quality risks and costs thanks to advances in big data
management technologies and advanced analytics, including
Artificial Intelligence and ML.
What’s more, these technologies, as represented by the
EXALEAD Asset Quality Intelligence solution, have the
potential to transform quality management from a simple risk
mitigation activity into a strategic tool for driving operational
excellence and product innovation. The usage and performance
data and insights can also be channelled to service partners to
optimise their support offerings or shared with distributors so
they can make timely offers of maintenance supplies and pitch
product upgrades or replacements at an opportune time. As
the body of insights grows, new and better approaches to
design and value chain management can be developed as well,
and inventory levels, service level agreements, and service
offerings optimised for parts and brands. ☐
Courtesy: Dassault Systèmes
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Anywhere, anytime, together:
The race to virtual future
Dassault Systèmes was back this year with its 3DEXPERIENCE World 2021 virtually on
February 9-12, 2021. Not quite different from its on-ground events, the company put its
best foot forward in presenting this year’s 3DEXPERIENCE
World. The report elaborates on the virtual experience of 2021
Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
and what was new this year at the forum. A post-event report...
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net
Like the name suggests, for Dassault Systèmes,
3DEXPERIENCE World has always been about creating reallife experience for its users, and this year was no different.
Under the theme ‘Freedom to Create’, the event entertained
close to 38,000 registrants from 158 countries. Quite alike to
last year, this year, too, was all about innovation – sustainable
innovation. The event set-off with a free Certification Day,
which comprised 17 different certifications for SolidWorks
and five for the 3DEXPERIENCE platform. Out of the 554
attendees who took part in the exam, 314 earned a new
certification, creating a milestone, considering this year
Dassault completed certifying over half a million people
under its programme.
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The modern-day digital breakthrough
The General Session on day one began with Bernard Charlès,
Vice Chairman and CEO, Dassault Systèmes, providing examples
of real-world customers who are creating sustainable innovations
and helping solve today's problems. He averred, “We are
committed to preserving the harmony between product, nature
and life. And that is what we call the industry renaissance of the
21st century – adopting and muddling simulation, Big Data and
AI to invent a new sustainable solution.” Next, the audience
heard from Gian Paolo Bassi, CEO, SolidWorks, who shared
stories of four different customers who are using the
3DEXPERIENCE Works. He mentioned, “Adopting
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Manish Kumar, Vice President—
SOLIDWORKS, Research &
Development, Dassault Systèmes

3DEXPERIENCE Works is a transformation, from products to
platform, which actually goes beyond mere digitalisation. It
transforms connections into relationships, data into business
intelligence, silo departments and suppliers into a value network
of innovators.” Following him, Jim Keravala, CEO, Offworld,
detailed on Offworld’s machine intelligence and industrial
robotic workforce. “We have to reinvent how we think about the
challenges in front of us and create new solutions that are
genuinely robust, usefully autonomous and viably economical
going forward,” he stated. The general session wrapped up with
Duncan Wardle, Former Head of Innovation & Creativity,
Disney, who cited, “Swim out of your river of thinking to develop
your best ideas.” The day ended with the ‘What's New’ demo skit,
which revealed new functionalities of the 3DEXPERIENCE
Works portfolio, both on the desktop and cloud.

Transforming from product to experience
Day two was all about giving a virtual experience of how the
3DEXPERIENCE Works portfolio allows the users to connect
people, apps and real-time data from every aspect of a business to
increase productivity, facilitate collaboration and accelerate
innovation. The day began with Florence Hu, Executive Vice
President, Dassault Systèmes, who elaborated on how a product
can be brought into the age of experience. “To bring life to
products in the virtual world, that mimics the real-world, one
needs theoretical, mathematical and physical models. The virtual
twin experiences, which combine virtual 3D modelling and
simulation with real-world evidence, enable individuals to
imagine, model, simulate and optimise with a multi-disciplinary
and multi-scale approach,” she explained. Following this, Manish
Kumar, Vice President - SolidWorks Research & Development,
Dassault Systèmes, presented some examples and compelling
testimonials from three companies harnessing 3DEXPERIENCE
Works to innovate at the speed of light. One of their customers,
Charles O’Connell, Sr Mechanical Engineer, SquareRobot,
explained their need for connectivity for their entire team to
collaborate effectively, especially due to the pandemic. They used
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the Dassault platform. He explained, “With the platform, we can
have multiple users easily exchange top-level ownership of our
high-level vehicle models with the confidence that we are not
going to make duplicate or contradictory changes.” Following
this was a session by keynote speaker Frank Stephenson, an
acclaimed lead designer and design director at major carmakers,
such as McLaren, Ferrari, Maserati, Fiat and MINI. He discussed
speed, how to reduce development cycles, how he uses new and
evolving design tools and the need to maintain the ‘human link’
when designing products.

Deep diving into simulation for excellence
In extension to day two was an opportunity for the audience to
plunge into specific product areas divided into three-part sessions.
1. Product excellence through simulation: The session
explored why it's important to assess a product's
performance earlier and better using a simulationdriven design process. The demos revealed scalable,
connected SIMULIA solutions that can amplify one’s
SolidWorks performance.
2. Hassle-free data management: The session featured
interviews with three customers who explained why
effective data management is critical to product
development success.
3. Future of design and manufacturing: A case study session
by the Titans of CNC, who shared a story about a company
that could complete a project under an extremely
demanding deadline with a safe and secure collaboration
using SolidWorks and 3DEXPERIENCE platform.
Day two also involved a creative demonstration and a peek
into SolidWorks 2022.

Converging faster than ever before
The event’s final day was all about bringing together the
audience and the world’s innovation enabled by the
3DEXPERIENCE platform. The session was kicked-off by Suchit
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Gian Paolo Bassi, CEO—
SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systèmes

Jain, Vice President – Strategy & Business Development, APTYX Design and Eric Beatty, Senior Mechanical Designer,
Dassault Systèmes, delving on ‘Connections to relationships’. Omax Corporation – two gentlemen who took very different
He mentioned, “As we look into the future, we take clues from paths on their engineering journeys and who are both paying it
what is happening around us to see how we can incorporate new forward to the workforce of the future.
technologies and new trends to empower our customers.” He
Following this was a keynote panel discussion comprising
further expounded on how engineering stood the test of time Brent Bushnell, Co-founder and Chairman, Two Bit Circus,
during COVID-19 and adapted with innovation.
Nolan Bushnell, Founder and CEO, Atari, Inc & Chuck E.
One such story of engineering standing tall during the Cheese and Grant Delgatty, Chair of Innovation, USC Irvine
pandemic was shared by Matt Carney, Co-founder, Open and Young Academy. The trio discussed the creation of their
Standard Respirator. He mentioned, “During the pandemic, I respective organisations and the lessons learnt on the way and
cannonballed into co-leading a team of strangers who were agreed that failure is an essential part of the innovation process.
hell-bent on fixing masks. We set out to build a new type of
elastomeric, half-face respirators designed specifically to Stars aside, now showstoppers
address the pandemic issues. High quality, scalable
One of the biggest challenges of going virtual is maintaining
manufacturing, safer healthcare workers, filter-media agnostic
and supply chain resilient – those were the goals we set out to interaction and networking opportunities, something Dassault
achieve.” Joining his talk was Tej Patel, President, Fluxergy, has been proud of forever. This year, too, they enabled it with 40
who is developing diagnostic equipment for testing. He meet up sessions. The event would, of course, not be complete
elaborated on the challenges of taking their manufacturing without its ‘3DEXPERIENCE Playground’. This year’s virtual
capacity, which was around 10,000 kits a month, and scale it to playground featured various zones, like the EDU Zone showcasing
100,000 kits to go to a million test kits per month. He revealed, how students are using Solidworks, the 3DEXPERIENCE Lab
“We went ahead and made a mass investment in automation showcasing their open innovation lab nurturing disruptive
equipment focusing on designing in-house or own automation products for a sustainable world, the Sponsor Hub for attendees to
equipment that was capable of producing our test kits from raw learn about the company’s innovative partners, the Model Mania,
which included the 3DEXPERIENCE challenge, SolidWorks
materials to all the way to final packaging.”
challenge and Student 3DEXPERIENCE challenge and the Shop
Floor,
which had stories from various companies that are keeping
Share, collaborate and exchange
manufacturing alive and teaching those skills to new users.
To elaborate on Dassault consumers’ on-going journey of
sharing, collaboration and exchange made possible, Jain Invigorating the freedom to create
invited Shawn O’Neil, SolidWorks Community Manager and
While the world stood the test of time, Dassault Systèmes,
Dan Wagner, SolidWorks User Group Network Manager,
Dassault Systèmes. O’Neil mentioned, “Our community is through its technologies and solution, contributed to easing the
proof that even if we can’t be in the same room as the other, it’s moment's challenges. Unlike most virtual conferences, the
no time to stop connecting. In fact, it is time to start.” Following 3DEXPERIENCE World 2021 inspired, entertained and rethis, Marie Planchard, Director — Education and Early established their priority of sustainable creations. Their
Engagement, Dassault Systèmes, engaged in a tête-à-tête with addiction to human creativity certainly enabled them to give
Paul Ventimiglia, Owner & Lead Mechatronics Engineer, their users the freedom to create and educate. ☐
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Improving tool life & ROI with liquid tool
Blaser
Swisslube
was
recently
approached by Technocube, Kolhapur,
India (an organisation that supplies &
supports sectors, like aerospace, oil &
gas, etc, with various steel components),
on recommendation by DMG Mori,
resulting into which, Technocube
experienced the leverage effect of the
optimal coolant on the productivity.
In turnmill centres of Technocube,
they fought with unpredictable tool wear
and observed rust on the produced
components after 24 hours. “We reached
out to our machine tool builder, DMG
Mori and they recommended Blaser
Swisslube to us,” explains Imtiyaj
Mujawar, Partner, Technocube.
The Blaser experience
Taking a holistic view on the production
process at the customer’s production site
was the first step towards getting to the
bottom of the issues described. With the
gained knowledge, Amol Malichkar,
Coolant Specialist, Blaser Swisslube
India, was able to recommend the right
solution to meet with the customers’
requirements. “Our focus was on
resolving the two main issues of
Technocube,” says Malichkar. “Firstly
we wanted to improve the unstable
processes and also avoid the rust
occurences on the parts. From my
experience, Blasocut is well-suited for
the manifold applications at Technocube,”
he explains. Imtiyaj agreed to run a test
with the recommended Blaser coolant
solution on a DMG Mori NLX 2500 for two
months. The produced part was for the

oil & gas segment and included
applications like turning, grooving,
milling and drilling.

Imitiyaj Mujawar and Blaser Swisslube staff (Amol Malichkar)
discussing the produced steel part

Imtiyaj Mujawar & Blaser Swisslube staff (Amol Malichkar)
discussing about improved tool life

Imtiyaj Mujawar in front of DMG Mori machine

Tool cost savings
The Blasocut solution made the
convincing difference. The tool life
improved by up to 40% on DMG
Machines, which resulted in overall ROI
of 244% per year – an investment that
paid off. Even though the coolant costs
of Blasocut are higher than the previous
product, the expected leverage effect
has been proved at its best.
Imtiyaj is convinced that the right
coolant solution has a positive effect on
the entire production process and the
overall costs. “I am happy to be a Blaser
customer and profit from best performing
products and great service,” he closes.
Going forward, Technocube and Blaser
Swisslube India will work in close
collaboration to ensure that the
production processes will continue to
run smooth and stable.
Since 1936, Blaser Swisslube has
stood for lubricant solutions that offer
measurable added value and are gentle
to people & the environment. The familyowned Swiss company develops,
produces and sells a comprehensive
range of metalworking fluids for a variety
of industries. With a team of application
experts, customised services and
excellent products, the company helps
manufacturers fully capitalise on the
potential of their machines & tools and
turn the metalworking fluid into a key
success factor – a liquid tool.

Blaser Swisslube India | Gurugram
Email: india@blaser.com | Tel: +91-124-499 4000
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Plug-and-play motion controllers for OEMs
Trio Motion Technology recently expanded on its motion controller range with
the new DX4 servo drive and MX servo motor
series, which results in faster and easier
utilisation of the high-performance motion
control available from their range of Motion
The new DX4 servo drive and
Coordinators for OEMs.
The DX4 servo drive has a plug-and-play MX motors with the Flex-6 Nano
compatibility with the company’s controllers 64 axis Motion Coordinator
and slice I/O systems, all programmed within
a single software – Motion Perfect 5. The new
servo drive operates at 200V AC and power
extends from 50W to 3kW. It extends its high
control performance to the motor shaft, MC664 128 axis Motion
achieving fast & accurate positioning with the Coordinator (centre) with the
matched MXL low inertia & MXM medium new DX4 drive and MX motors
inertia servo motors. The drive features
EtherCAT update rates down to 125μs and 350% overload for high dynamic
applications as well as functional safety dual STO (SIL3, PLe).
For motion programming, the Motion Perfect 5 flexibly supports IEC 611313 languages and PLCopen to enable development to suit all programming
backgrounds. The Windows-based software includes an oscilloscope for up to

eight channels as well as a digital twin visualisation tool. The 3D offline
simulation speeds up development by
validating motion control before it is physically
deployed.
The new servo drive is highly compact.
Range of Motion Coordinators
It has amongst the lowest footprint available
with the new DX4 servo drive
across each of its three versions, which
and MX motors
span 50W – 400W, 750W – 1.5kW and 2kW
– 3kW. With a slim frontal area and zero
stacking gap, space-saving advantages are
further emphasised for higher axis counts.
Reduced dimensions are also achieved by
The new DX4 drive and MX
retaining additional control functionality
motors with Trio’s Flex-6 Nano
within the Motion Coordinator and I/O slices
64 axis Motion Coordinator
instead of including it within a more
sizeable, complex drive. Compact footprint
is an established benefit of the company’s Motion Coordinator range.
The company’s motion control solution is also scalable and additional
functionality can be quickly added when required. Flexslice I/O modules
covering a broad range of control functionality are easily clicked into place
and programmed through Motion Perfect 5.
Trio Motion Technology | Pune
Email: indiasalesteam@triomotion.com | Tel: +91-827 506 5446
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» Die & Mould
The die and mould industry in India
has grown over the years and is a key
industry for industrial production leading
it to become a foremost contributor in
the Indian economy. The wide range of
final products is reflected in the diversity
of products available in the consumer
and industrial industries. The next issue
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» Industrial Robotics
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“ 20 years of sump life.
And still going strong.”

Hans Niederhaeuser
Retired Sales Manager
Blaser Swisslube AG

20 years ago, our retired Sales Manager Hans Niederhaeuser
personally filled the central system at Tata Motors in Pune
with Blasocut 4000 Strong. Thanks to our unique Bio-Concept,
this coolant is incredibly stable and gentle to humans and
the environment.
Test us. It‘s worth it.
blaser.com/knowhow
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